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Pfauter CNC hobbers and Lorenz CNC shapers aQlllIsc~d
in more gear manufacturing applications than any
machines. Why? Because of their complete au........L'UI'

just about any lot size economically.
• latest generation CNC controls make .........ul'r ..rn

and execution an easy task for a single nnpr<>t

• Loading/unloading systems are designed
productive time.

• Expandable storage capacity SUEJSI:ilUl.I
unattended operation ..

• Simple, quick-change tooling
CAD/CAM designed and built by
machines have become the
automotive, truck and tractor, ,
Ifyou'd like to find out how
can improve your
Estes Ave., Elk Grove
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Operator Control
Panel for part load-
ing: and machine
setup.

one-
time ·entry of part
print and tolerance
data "Mouse' per-
mits use 01 CAD
techniques.

Our Model 3000 QC Gear Analyzer 'isa third generation CNC gear inspection system ln-
oorporatling all of the comprehensive analytical tests and evaluation capabilities of
previous M& 1Msystems, such as our Mode'I.2000, but with these added capabilities:
'. IDramatically 'improved speed and accuracy through new mechanical system design

and advanced CNC control technology.
• Computer hardware and .applications software are mocurar to allow the user to buy

only the required ca:pability. This makes the 3000 CC adaptable to laboratory testing
or production~line, inspection.

• ,I'ntegrat,edStatisticall Process Control w,ith local data base capability lis an optional
feature.

• Networ:king with MAPS compatibility is available,
• Robotic interlacing: for totally automatic load/testtunload operation can be

incorporated,
For more infnrmation or applications assistance'. writ,e or call: 1M& 1MPrecision Systems.
300 Progr,ess Rd" West Carrollton,OH 45449,. 513/859~8.273, TWX 810/450-2626,
FAX 513/859'-4452,

Plotter delivers
mylli-color hard
copy of graphics
and test. data.

CNCsla1us
monjtor provides
status and posi~
tional display of'
mechanlcall system
and CNC control
functions.
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lustration 011this issue:S cover sholl5 a fen..
tal:ive solutioll to the problem of equaliz.
ing the force of the dock spring in a Ollie-
keetJiI1g device. In the sketch Leonarrio ex-
peJiments with the idea ,of placing a m1ute
gear all the spring barrel and in mesh with
a sliding pinion' guided by the edge of !he
volute. The design problem here is thai the
straight guide 011 the side of the pinion
would interfere on the inside cun-e of !he
mlute. This interference wouId.inae:tse as
,the center of the ¥olute was approached.
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At CIMA USA the legacy of Oa Vinci
inspifes us every day, Because we
share.hi~ ltalian heritage-CIMA is
Europe's leading producer of gear
hobbing equipment. Because we
admire the fpct that he applied his
creativity to questions long before
arryone else thought to-ask them,

Do. Vinci was fascinated
wirh gear.s and morion.

The Genius of CIMA.
At CIMA USA our genius is answer-
ing }<Ourquestions wrth adaptations.~.'". ,. . cusornized to }<Ourgear manufactur-

:~,'<''':':~' ing needs. We think'the best' solutions
make your operation more productive,
and more profitable.

i':--.:ti I = Only C1M~ offers four different
ONG control configurations, all manu-
facture software integrated for

: maximum speed in data interpolation.
I r '; CIMA has the onty Rexible Machining

W:::::::~i:::d~=~~=:. Systems in the world, custom-

...

QMA USl(s CE3S0' CNC6.
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His genius was inWlting imaginatiw aru~ to . •
human proble:m.5, using science and intuition. His incredible curiosity and
intellect~oduced designs which q,vere centuries ahead of their time.

assembling! CIMA components for
}()Uf specific manufacturing demands.
The Real Genius: you~
Da Vinci was adept at listening to the
concerns of people around him. ClMA
US~s brig!htest idea is simply
listening! to you.

The CE220 and CE350 gear
hobbing machines are tViAJ of CIMA:s
key building blocks for custom
solutions. And weve made them
completely flexible so they can be
adapted to a wide range of needs.

CIMA Genius. American Style..
NCM:all of CIMA US~s equipment is
built in our American factory to your
American standard. That lONers costs
to you u~ front, and makes service
and spare parts more accassible dc:wn
the road.

And ClMA USA gear hobbing
machines still trim set up time, speed
up tool changes and provide greater
c.utting accuraC'y:"..\JVhichgives 'yOu
productivity that even Leonardo Da
Vinci lNOuld have admired.

. Circle us on the reader card for
more information. Or, better ye), call
today and tell us exactly what 'yOur
needs are. Because when }oOuand
CIMA USA get together. it's pONeriul.
Thats genius!

CI _ U'SA
Purring Powerful. Ideas In Gear.

Division 01G.D. P.M.,lnc.
501 Southlake Boulevard •
Richmond, Virginia 23236
(804) 794-9764 .
Telefax (804) 794-6187 • Telex 648-4252
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EDITORIAL

THE .... 011 OUR PU'l"URE ARE NOW .. NG PLANTIID

A. mecIevaI pf*lspheI once saK1 that r he
knew fa' cert3fl the wortd was to end
ranorrow, he woUd be ue to take tine
to plant an apple tree In his ~ today.
The recenr everts in the 'NOi1d financial
captaIs have seemed a bit like prior nodce
d sort'le!t1i1g caradysmic, but Ike the
phiosopher. woe can sdI find some reasons
for hope In the face r:i an uncertain
fuIlJre. The good /1eINS for our indusby Is
ItIat four ~ efforts on the part rI
vanous organIzafJons ~ to have
Ic:J'lgiem ~ efeas on bat1 the gear
and rnactft tool busi1esses.

Fi"St the 0Clcber A.GMA. Gear Expo
'88 and Fal TedYlical Cor reer ICe held .,
Olchlad gar very posiive reviews from
nearty everyone "Not as ~ as we'd
like l: Ie be, bU: trueh better rhan we
thcx.qlt . I'detlllIl8y be back In two

at Gear Expo '88. yearsl" That seems to be the over-all ceo-
sensus cJ the exhbitors and the 1200 attendees fran 15 foretg1 COII1IJ'Ies.

The number and quality rI the exhl:>itors was a pleasant surprise to many. We SJtN more suppliers
with more machines than andcipated. Certainly the eatty commIrment by Hagen Harman d £liS
Hatler to exhibit a large operating grinder and major machine 1001emtItions by National Broach and
Mitsl.bishi, helped to anchor the more than 100 booths cJ smaller madlIne tools. test equipment cut-
ting tools. sdtware, aher poducts and services.

The atmosphere cI the show and the setting cJ Cincinnati was espedaIy conducive to a successfu/
lJI"lt1ertakin. As a firstiime ~ we .......ere pleased 10 knoIN that every one rI the attendees dtler
knev1I us personally or at least had heard cI GEAR TECHNOLOGY. A. big plus in the rrinds cI many
exttiors was the I<r'lO'Medge that virtually everyone they talked to was a potential customer. l"hefe
was a reefing that the people who aamded had come to do business.

The facilities were excetIer It and convenient 10 the 1'1oa!Is. The ely cI Ci1cimati was beautfuJ.
espedaIy at this arne cJ the year, and the nice 'Neather made It a pIeasLe The irtoonaI CJJaIly cI
the city and the conUnuous programs somewhat precluded lavish ertertanfng by some exhl>llDrs.
"1eveIing the playing field" for everyone and fostering a spirit rI pleasant comeraderie. TectYloIogy.
productivity, products, services, personal refationshipS and corrvnibnenl:s were the driving forte in
Cincinnati.

The technical conference was every bit as good as the show. The quality cI the papers was the
best I've seen in years. You will be seeing some of these articles in the coming issues.

All around, , think everyone has deemed Cincinnati a huge success for what was really a ftrsr-ume
effoIt. Those ct you who missed Cincinnati, either as an attendee or an exhlbitor, missed something
special and should not make the same mistake Ifl 1989. The next Expo in '989 f:l'OO'IiSeS to be even
more exciting than this one, and an even larger tum-out should be ~.

Shortly after Clncimati. 9vtE held its successful Gear Processing and ManLtacruring Clinic in DeUot.
Some 130 people heard 25 papers on gear related Sl.bjects. T'NO especialy popt.Ilar features cllhs
year's conference were the panel dscussions at the end rIeach day and the open forum on the last:
evening cJ the cOIlfeer ICe. These gatherings gave the atrlence an CJRX)f'tUnly 10 share COf"ICemS and
QuesOOns and talk one-on-one with the presenterS, and rhey are a welcome addition to the $ME
progam.

/continued on page 37)



The Use of Boundary Elements
FOlrThe Determination olf'The'

AGMA Geometry Factor
Sandeep M. Vijayakar

Donald R. Houser
The Ohio Sta.te University

Comumbus, Ohio

Abstract:
The Itraditional method 'of computing the geometry factor has

limitations in its consideration of intemal gears. gears with thin rims
or gears with rims having complexities such as, spokes and holes.
The finite element method may be used in suchinstanees. but is
often Ilime consuming for both modeJ development and computa-
tion. The boundary element meth.od described in this article, pro-
v:ides an. alternative which. is easier to set up and allows one to com-
pute geometry fa.Cl:ors fOf many 'loath oonfigur.ations ..The examples
shown in this article use th boundazy ,element mthod 'toShowhow
the peak stress amplitude and its location. change with diffel'ent rim
thickness ands:upport conditions.

Introduction
The geometry factor, which is a fundamental part of the

AGMA strength rating of gears, is currently computed using
the Lewis parabola whi~h allows computation ofthe Lewis
form. factorY' The geometry factor is obtained from this
Lewis factor by applying a stress correction factor. a helical
overlap factor and load sharing ratio. This method. which
originallyrnquiredgraphical eonstructlon methods and more
recently has been computerieed, works reasonably well for
edema~ gears with 'thick .rims.l2-6' However. when thin rims
are encountered or when evaluaung the strength of internal
gears, the AGMA method cannot be used. When these situa-
tions are encountered, most investigators have used finite
'elements to determinethe maximum tooth root stresses. Ex-
amples of such .an,alyses for thin rimmed gears are presented
by DragoP·8J, Suzuki et aV9) Chong and Kubo!101 and
Eloranta. (11) Castellani and Castelli(ll) comparie both AGMA
and [SO r-ating methods with finite element results. In addi-
tion. Chonget 311113.141 have developed an approximate for-
mula fo·r the analysis of thin rimmed gears. Ishida. et al(15.16)
and Drago(17) present measured stress data for thin rimmed
gears. The state of stress for in'temal. gears has been analysed
by numerous investigators. (18-241

The previous investigators have shown that the assump-
tions of the AGMA method for Ithin rimmed gears and for
ilnt'emal gears cannot be, used successfully. The finjte element
method is viable. but because of time consuming procedures

in creating a model and in handling unusual boundary shapes.
it can be quite burdensomand wil1 usually require con-
siderable computer power. ,even fOIi two dimensional
elements, An .analysis procedure which shows promise, bot:h
from a model building standpoint and from ccmputanonal
efficiency. is the boundary element method .IZS.lb1 This
method. which has some of th.e features of ,the finite ellement
method. has been applied to gears by Gakwaya. et aL127)
Rubench1k(28) used a similar method called the boundary in-
tegral method for the computation of root stresses. The paper
by Odaet al, (31) etc. which appeared at the same time that
this article was being prepared. carries out an extensive com-
parison between the stresses at the roots of 'thin rimmed ex-
ternal and internal gears by the boundary element method.
the finite element method and from experiments. Since the
boundary element method potentially can be used on per-
sonal computers and models can be easily developed. this
article presents an introductory study of its potential in tom-
puhng geometry factors.

Subsequent sections of this article outline the fundamen-
tal theory of the boundary element method and present some
preliminary results. The computational procedure is such that

At.rrHORS:

DR. SANDEEP M. VQAYAKARreceived his BTech ,degree from
the Indian Institute of Technology at Bomblzy and his M.S. and Ph.D'.
from Ohio State University. He is curTe11tly a research associJ1te at
Ohio State and II member of ASME.

DR. DONALD R. HOUSER is on the faculty of the Depa11mmf
of Mechanical Engineering, .ohio State Unitrersity .. In addition to his
teaching responsibilities, he has researched and published 1M the areIU
.of gear dynamics and' noise.IJ-b.elts., vibratio11' diagnostics and uibm-
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Gear Dynamics and Gear Noise Research Laboratory. Dr. Houser
is a member of AS ME. SAE, AGMA and Tau Beta Pi. Pi T!W Sigma
and' Sigma. Xihonol"lVl/ fraternities. He is also duzinnanof the ASME
Power Transmission I<nd Gearing Committee .. Dr. Houser received
his degreesiJ1 mechanical engineering from the University of Wisconsin
at Madison.
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the geometry factor is directly determined 50 that it may be
used in the current AGMA 218.01 rating standard. Since the
AGMA method currently in. use is a two-dimensional analysis
method. the authors decided to use a two-dimensional bound-
ary element Note, however, that in many complex root stress
problems, three-dimensional analyses should be used in order
to obtain accurate stress results. Gakwaya et a1(27) show
comparisons of the computational time required by the
boundary element method and the finite element method ..
Hohe(Z9) discusses advantages and disadvantages of the
boundary integral equation method and compares it with the
finite element method for a plane-stress gear-tooth problem ..

Boundary Element and Finite Element Methods
The finiteelement method divides the body that is being

studied into many pieces or elements whose behavior is easier
to approximate than that of the whole body. The equations
describing each element are "assembled" ina. system of linear
equations and are then solved.

The boundary element method,. on the other hand, does
not divide the body under consideration into elements. For
a homogenous. isotropic body with no body forces, the only
causes for displacements and stresses within the body are
loads and displacements applied along the boundary. The
body can be considered to be part of an infinitely extending
material which is subjected to loads along the original bound-
ary. Thus, if a function which describes the response of an
infinitely extending medium to a point load is known, then
this function can be used to compute Ute response of the body
by moving the point load along the boundary and integrating
each individual response. Therefore, the integration which
is carried out numerically by breaking the boundary into
elements only needs to be carried out along the boundary.
The boundary element method has the advantage of not re-
quiring that the Interior of the body be divided into two-
dimensional elements with only the boundary being divided
into one-dimensional 'elements. Because of its mathematical
complexity and because other references, such as Brebbia, (25)

provide the mathematical details of the boundary element
method. its theoretical basis is not presented in. this article,
However, a summary of its theory is presented in the
Appendix ..

An important advantage of the boundary element method
is that it is usually able to represent areas of stressconcen-
tration and singularities better than general purpose finite ele-
ment methods ..Because only the boundary needs to be made
discrete in boundary element methods. it is possible to. work
with smaller systems of equations and arrive at very accurate
results.

Boundary Element Mesh Generator and Boundary
Element Program

The problem of writing a finite element mesh gene.rator
which is capable of creating good meshes for all possible types
of gear teeth and for many types of shapes is complicated;
whereas, writing a boundary element mesh generator is a
somewhat simpler task. It is possible to devise a mesh genera-
tion scheme that in two dimensions works very well for all
kinds of gear teeth with all assortment of shapes.

In the boundary element mesh generator used in the follow-

8 Gear Technology

ing numericalexamples, the only input data required is a
description of the hob that is used to cut the gears (or the
gear shaper, in the case of the internal gears) ..

The generator program computes the position and unit nor-
mal vectors at a number of points on the hob and uses these
values to compute the positions of the corresponding points
on the gear by using the conjugacy equations. Fig. 1 shows
the hob generating the geometry of a side of a gear tooth.
Undercutting is detected numerically, The boundary of the
gear tooth is divided into several segm.ents, and the user is
asked to input the number of boundary elements into which
each segment is to be divided, as shown in Fig .. 2.

The meshes generated by this program mode] three teeth,

Fig. 1-The process of generating the gear tooth geometry from the hob
geometry.

Fig. 2-Gear tooth boundary and its subdivision into segments.



TaMe' 1. Results oE~est cases

Number Radius of Ratio of rim Radius at J Factor J Factor
of teeth inner bore thickness to point of by the HEM by the FEM

Couter radius whole tooth max. stress
for into gear) depth from HEM

20 0.7" 0.67 0.864" 0.335 0.310
2D 0.7" 0.67 0.864 • 0.343 0.319
20 O.S' 0.25 0.856" 0.159 0.135
20 O.S- 0.25 0.876" 0.389 0.356
20 0.9S",1.2" 0.67 1.100' 0.123
20 0.95",1.2 • 0.67 1.100" 0.412
12 0.3- 0.67 0.478- 0.255

Mesh

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

with the load being applied on the center tooth. Three teeth
are used to aocurately model the ,effects of rim ,thickness and
of boundary conditions on the root stresses. The current pro-
gram provides two means of ,oonstraining the model, the first
being to .fixall sides of the tooth support, and the other be-
ing 'to,fix. only 'the ends of the rim and to leave the inner bore
free ..Other possible ways of constraining the teeth that are
to be implemented in the future include roller and contact
type boundary cenditions. The mesh that is generated can
be modilied toaccount for features such as keyways and
weight fil~ducing holes. It was found advisable not to make
the mesh too coarse at the point of load application or at
the supports ..

The user is given at. choioe IOf either specifying the radius
at which a unit normal load is applied on the involute part
of the profile, or letting the program compute 'the highest
point of single tooth contact and applying the load there. The
user is also given the choice between plane strain and plane
stress conditions for the gear tooth model. The ehelce be-
tween these two condltions depends on how wide the gear
tooth is i.n relation to its other dimensions.(30)

The meshes generated by the above mentioned mesh
generator are sent 'loa general two-dimensional boundary
element program wriUen by the authors. The boundary ele-
ment method does not all.ow eomputation of stresses on. the
boundary because' of the numerical behavior of the funda-
mental solution, which imposesa. restriction similar to the
finite element method, where one computes stresses only at

Table 2. D.imensions of the Hob used Ito Cut the External
Gears used in. ,the Test Cases.

Diametral pitch 10.0

20"

1.4

1.0

0.02 in

0.02 in

Pressure angle of the rack

Addendum constant of hob

Dedendum constant of hob

Comer radius at tip of the hob tooth

Fillet radius at root of the hob tooth

Gauss points. This program computes the displacements of
the nodes of the mesh and then searches along the boundary
for Ithe maximum stress at the boundary. Stresses at the
boundary are calculated by computing stresses at both one
element length and one-half element length from the bound-
ary and then ,extrapolating stresses Ito the boundary. The
multt-axial state of stress at all points is converted into, an
effective stress usmg one of the many available multi-axlal
theories of failure. In the numerical examples that follow, the
maximum principal stress is used as the failure ,criterion.

As per Ithe defining equation IOf the] fact.1011'in the AGMA
standard .218.01, U) -

where
Kl!, is 'the appUcation factor.
~ is the size factor.
Km is the load distribution factor,
K" is the dynamic factor,
.F is the fa.ce width,
WI is the 'transmitted load,
Pd is the diametral pitch and
] is the geometry Eactor.

The stress 'SeEM that the boundary element method com-
putes tndudes, the effect of the geometry that the J factor
represents. but does not include the effects 'of the applica-
tion, size, load distribution and dynamic factors. Ther,efoJle,

WI Pd
SBEM - (-)

F J

so that the' factor can be computed from the stress value
SBEM·

Numerical Examples
Table 1describes the seven gears used for the numerical

example r and Table 2 gjves the geometery of the hob that
was used for all the external gears. Mesh 1 (Fig. 3) isa ,thick
rimmed gear, whose rim, is not constrained, and Mesh 2. (fig.
41) is 'the same gear, whose rim is constrained. The location

(cotdinued on page 33)
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Describing Nonstandard Gears
An Alternative to the
Rack '5hlft -Coefficient

Donald R. McVittie
Gear Engineers, Inc.

Seattle, WA
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Abstract
The racks:hift method of describing gears mad with nonstan-

dard addendum diameters (tip diameters or nonstandard tooth
thickness) has serious lLmilations, since the nominal pit.ch of the cut-
ting tool, which is required for the calculation of rack shift coeffi-
cient, may not be available to the designer, may vary as the tool
is sharpened or may be cliffefen.! for the gear and tits mate.

The details of the calculation of rack shift coefficient are not stan-
dartiized, so ~ere is little agreemem between analysts aboll~the value
of "x" for a given nonstandard gear or g ar pair. Two common
methods to calculate rack shift coefficient are described in this article.

This article proposes a different nomenclature for nonstandard
gears. using the involute function of th transverse pressure angle
at 'Ille d:iameter where 'the space width is equal to the cireular tooth
thickness. This is calculated from the funcbrnenlal relationships be-
tween number of teeth, normal base pitch, axial pitch and normal
base tooth thickness, -

This dimensionless value, calledT", is used with th.e add srtdum
diameter and fa.ce width to describe a single gear, A pair ,of gears
is described by the same system, by adding center distance and
backlash to 'the parameters.

In'lrodudion
The use of dimensionless factors to describe gear tooth

geometry seems to' have a strong appeal. to gear engineers.
The stress factors I and J, for instanc~,are well established
in AGMA literature, The use of the rack shift coefficient "x"
to describe nonstandard gear proportions is common in
Europe, but is not as commonly used in the United States.
When it is encountered in the European literature or in the
operating manuals for Lmported machine tools, it. can be a
source of confusion to the Americaa engineer.

Even those who use the rack shilt method do not agree
on how to evaluate the rack shift coefficient of a specific gear
set. As a test, the author sent a set of data fora simple spur
gear set. to seven gear engineers in the U.S. and Europe with
the request ,that they evaluate the "x" factor. Of the six replies,
no two results were the samel The value of the rack shift coef-
ficient "x" varied by more than .20%. The gear data and the
results are tabulated in Appendix C.

This article proposes that these nonstandard gears be
described by a different parameter, the involute function of

AUTHOR:

DONALD R. McVITTlE is president of Gear Engineers, Inc" Seat-
tie, WA, a professional engineen'ng company specializing in gear
design. analysistmd gear capacity studies. He is also diredor and
member of the underwriting and claims committee for GMJ~ Ltd"
a product liability insr.mmce company owned by a group of gear
manufacturers, He was Executive Vice President of The Gear Wor/c:s..
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A graduate of University of Michigan with a degree in mechanical
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the transverse pressure angle where the tooth thickness equals
the space width.

Before describing the proposal, the rack shift method of
describing nonstandard involute gears and some of its limita-
tions are discussed.

Rack Shift Coefficient - Two Definitions
Outside Diameter Method. One definition of rack shift

coefficient is given by Maag:(l)
'The amount of the radial displacement of the datum line

from the position touching the reference circle is termed ad-
dendum' moddicazion, This amount is given a positive sign
in the calculations when the displacement is away from the
center of the gear, anda negadve sign when towards the'
center of the gear .. , .The addendum modification coefficient
~ is the amount of addendum modification measured in terms
of the diemetral pitch or module,

Addendum Modification = x (or x.m) (1)
p

The dimensions of the gears can be determinedas the so-called
zero backlash gearing by means of a system of equations.
(In practice the backlash is obtained by the tolerances on the
theoretical, nominal dimension.)"

This definition, which will be called the outside diameter
(OO) method, is useful because, if root clearances are kept
standard, the center distance can easily be calculated without
confusing the calculation with considerations of operating
backlash. (See Figs. 1 & 2.) It is dear that, even without using
a dimensionless coefficient .

C = 001 + Dr2 + c (2)
2

where
Dol = Outside diameter of pinion
Dr2 = Root diameter of gear
C = Center distance
e =, Root clearance.

The geometry is calculated as Hthe gear were cut by feeding
ill hob in from the outside diameter to standard depth, then
side cutting to achieve the desired backlash.

The' gear data block includes "backlashaUowancein this
gear", which specifies thearnount of this side cutting . For
gears which are to run on widely spread centers, this backlash

Fig. ~- The outside diameter method.

12 Sear Techno'iogy

'----- C --..-.I

Fig. 2 - Center distance using constant radial clearance.

allowance must be negative to provide reasonable operating
backlash. Negative backlash allowance is a difficult concept
which can lead to false expectations of root clearance, -

This is a simple mathematical convention, but it is not the
way gearsare made. In real life, the cutter is fed in until the
desired tooth thickness isa.chieved. The resulting root
diameters are not the same as those assumed in the original
convention, so the root clearances on which the convention
is based are not standard.

Nonstandard root clearances are not much ofa problem
if they are greater than expected, but they can lead to inter-
terence problems in those gears which have negative "backlash
allowance" in order to operate properly on spread centers ...
(See fig. 3.)

The interference can be alleviated by reducing the outside
diameter to restore the standard clearance, but this throws
the engineer into ill loop, since the x factor is based on the
00. Lorenz(2.)introduces a K factor (tip modification factor)
to dean this up without recalculating the x factor.

This definition has a more subtle problem, since helical
gears and spur gears with the same normal generating tooth
thicknesses do not have the same x factor, even though it
seems they should. This question will be covered later in this
article.

Tooth Thlcknes« Method. Another definition of rack shift
is related to Ute actual position of the cutting tool when cut-
ting the thickest allowable teeth for the design under
consideration ..

Wndtsn - '1'12)x = (3"
where

tsn = Tooth thickness at standard (generating) pitch
diameter.

Pnd = Normal diametral pitch
;:Pc = Cutter profile angle
This is dimensionless, since the tooth thickness is multiplied

by the diametral pitch or divided by the module. We shall



call this the tooth thickness ('IT) method. (See Fig. 4)
The IT method eliminates the problems with negative

backlash allowanceand misleading root clearanee assump-
tions inherent in the OD method. It ofl,ers little help in
calculating center distance if tooth thicknesses are known,
or in calculating tooth thicknesses to operate at a specified
center distance. In this method, the outside diameters of the
gears are calculated from the center distance, the root
diameters and the required root clearances.

DOl =2{C-c) - Dr2: (4)
If two gears are operated on acenter distance equal to the

sum of their standard pitch radii plus the sum of their rack
shifts calculated by 'the IT method, the operating backlash
will vary in a complex manner with the sum of the rack shifts.
Backlash is zero when the sum or rack shifts is zero, but it
must be calculated from operating pitch diameters and
operating tooth thicknesses when the sum of rack shifts is
not zero. The time required to perform this lengthy iterative
process usually precludes 'the development of an optimum
design. -

Most of those who responded 'to the sample problem
assumed a "backlash allowance" and adjusted the tooth
thicknesses ,arbitrarily to define a hypothetical "zero backlash
set" .•The' differences :in their assumptions account for some
of the differences in their calculated "x" factors.

Cutter Standards arid Stl:mdard Racks. In order to make
any of the definitions of rack shift dimensionless, the designer
must assume a cutter diametral pitch or module. This is
usually done in terms ofa hypothettcal standard rack by
assuming that the rack geometry is "standard" where the tooth
thicknessand the spac-e width of the rack are equal toone
half of the rack's circular pitch.

This is ground. "tool designers and gear
machines operate with base pitch,

regardless of what is marked on the
of the toot Short pitch hobs,

single tooth rack shaper cutters, single
tooth grinders and two wheel grinders ar

Fig. 3 - An example
of geMS interfering
in the root with
backlash. The hob
was ~ in to stan-
dard depth.

GENERATING DIAMETER
(PREUUIII ANGLI lQUALI .c)

Fig. 4-Addend-urn modification factor by the looth thickness method.

beyond standardization by the "half circular pitch" method.
What is the designer to do,? Usually an assumption is made

by the designer and ignored by the manufacturing depart-
ment. The result can. be a.surprise, usuaUy discovered. on the
assembly floor.

Earlier Publications
Finding an easy way to calculate the dimensions of

nonstandard gears has been the 5ubjectof countless paper-s
and articles. As early as 1911, the Isthmian (P'anama) Canal
Commission(J) used 1 DP' oversize spur pinionsin the gate
mechanisms for the Gatun and Miraflores locks. These gears
were made on special Gleason gear planers from a layout,
another method which is hard to describe in terms of a stand-
ard rack fonn ..

As the advantages of nonstandard gears became better
recognized, many authors tried to develop systems for "stan-
dardlzed" nonstandard systems ..Maag: offers pages of charts,
nomographs and advice on this subject. An interesting paper
. (4).. .. 1;'"-

by Grosser provides eight pages of charts to help with
these calculations. Farrel(S) also provides guidance in select-
ing the proportions of gears intended to operate on spread
centers. Most of this work dates from the days oJ mechanical
calculators and 'tables of logarithms, when the difficulty of
finding the value of an angl Irom its involute function was
avoided whenever possible to save calculation time,

Compu.ters and dle Inverse Involute
Today we can find the arc involute as easily as we find

the arc eosine, Even pocket calculators are easily programmed
to givean accurate result. There are many algorithms.
Cooper(6),. Errichello(lI and Laskin(8) all work and are read-
ily available. Easy access to the arc involute frees us up to
optimize nonstandard gears if we can ri.nd a more direct ~ay
to calculate center distance, backlash and limit diameters fr-om
tooth thicknesses, or vice versa.

Summary of This Article
This article will demonstrate thalt the involute function o.f

'the transverse pressure angle, where the tooth thickness is
equal to thespace width, called the 'T' factor, is a useful way
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to describe nonstandard gears. With this parameter, a series
of simple equations can be developed, which s.implify
nonstandard gear geometry calculations and reduce iteration.
The"]" factor is

• Dimensionless
• Easily calculated
• Independent of helix angle
• Independent of the cutter geometry
• Independent of the mating gear
• Unique for the geometry of the gear described.

Nomenclature and Definitions
Defil1itiotl$. Symbols are defined where they are first used

in this article. For convenience, a list of symbols is provided
in Table L

The subscript ''1'' refers to the pinion, and the subscript
"2" refers to the gear.

Fundamental! PilIamet·ers of the Involute Tooth Form
The involute portions of a.meshing gear pair can be Com-

pletely described in terms of a short list of fundamental
parameters.

Numbers of Teeth. The number of teeth on each gear must

Table 1 - Nomenclature

Where
First

Symbol Description Used
B Backlash in the plane of rotation Eq. 5
~ Backlash normal to involute profile Eq.7
C Center distance Eq.2
c Root clearance Eq. 2
o, Base circle diameter Eq. 5
Dol Outside diameter of pinion Eq. 2
Dr2 Root diameter of gear Eq.2
m Metric module Eq.l
N1 Number of teeth in pinion Eq.6
Nz Number of teeth in gear Eq.6
P Diametral pitch Eq.1
Pnd Normal diametral pitch Eq.3
p Transverse circular pitch Eq. 14
Ph Transverse base pitch Eq.5
PN Normal base pitch Eq.7

p" Axial pitch Eq. 9
I

T Tooth thickness Factor (inv 91) Eq. IS'
II t Transverse tooth thickness Eq. 14
I tb Transverse base tooth thickness Eq. 5
i tbn Normal base tooth thickness Eq.7
tsn Tooth thickness at standard

(generating) pitch diameter Eq .. 3
x Rack shift coefficient Eq.1
,p Transverse pressure angle Eq. 14
,p' Transverse operating pressure angle Eq.5
¢I Transverse pressure angle where space

width equals tooth thickness Eq.13
,pc Cutter profile angle Eq.3
th Base helix angle Eq.7
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be known before the geometry can be defined.
Base Pitch. The base pitch must be determined from the

cutting tool. or arbitrarily if the gear is to be made on a
machine where base pitch is adjustable .. Base pitch can be
measured in the normal plane or the plane of rotation.

A;dal Pitch. Axial. pitch, which determines the helix angles
of the gear set, is required to define the geometry.

Base Tooth Thickness. Base tooth thickness, which deter-
mines all of the tooth thicknesses of a gear, must be estab-
lished for each gear. Base tooth thicknesses can be measured
in the normal or transverse' plane.

Center Distance and Backlash.. If both base tooth
thicknesses of a gear pair are known, either center distance
or backlash is required. The other can be calculated ..[f three
of the four; tbI, tb2, C and B, are known, the fourth can be
calculated.

Blank Dimensions. The outside diameters of the gear
blanks are usually determined by the involute geometry
chosen, thecutter addendum and the root clearances desired.
They are required, along with the face widths, to completely
define the gear geometry.

Root Fillet Geometry. The root trochoidal form is deter-
mined by the cutting conditions. It is beyond the scope of
this article, since it does not affect the involute portion of
the teeth, but it isfundamental to the strength ·of the teeth,
For good control. the root fillet coordinates or the cutting
method and cutter fonn must be specified.

A Pair of Gears
Gear designers are usually intersested in a pair of gears in

mesh, since, like Adam without Eve, one gear is more or-
namental than usefuL It can be demonstrated that for two
gears in mesh:

iov ,p' _ tbl + tb2 +B - Pb

Dt.l + Dt.2
(5)

where
1jJ'
fbI

thZ

Ph
B

- Transverse operating pressure angle
- Transverse base tooth thickness of pinion
- Transverse base tooth thickness of gear
- Transverse base pitch - :1I'Db/N
- Backlash measured in the transverse plane and

in the plane of action
- Base circle diameter of pinion
- Base circle diameter of gear

DbI

Db2

(Derivations for Equations 5, 12, 13, 14 and 21 are included
in Appendix A.)

For either gear or pinion:

(6)

where

N - Number of teeth

If Equation 6 is combined with Equation 5 and the result
is multiplied by cos %/cos %, we have the surprising result:



where
'Ph - Base helix angle
tbn - Normal base tooth thickness 'of pinion or gear
PN - Normal base pitch
~ - Normal backlash measured normalta involute pro-

file. This is the backlash wh:ich would be measured
by a feeler gauge inserted between the teeth.

Equation 7 demonstrates that til is independent of ifib. This
implies that as a. pair of spur gears are made "more helical"
by increasing the helix angle, holding the normal base tooth
thickness constant and holding the axes paralleljhe center
distance increases in inverse proportion to the cosine of the
base helix. angle and the operating transverse pressure angle
remains constant. A similar equation appears in. Section 1.35
of Maag for checking the calculation of base tangent length.

The tight mesh condition, as with a rutting too] or a master
gear, is a special case where the backlash is zero.

U the center distance is known:

, Dbl + ~l PN(N1 + N2),cost/> - , , - ::....:..:..---"----'''-
2C 211' C cos I/t'o

I/t'o - sin-1 (PN)PK

(8)

(9)

where
px - axial pitch.

Note: For spur gears, the base helix angle is zero. The value
of cos I/t'o is 1.0. Most computers will accept a very large
value of PXI such as l.OE+9, without significant error, and
eliminate the need fora separate routine for spur gears.

If EqUation 7 and Equation 8 are solved for t/>' and equated:

A.' -1 (PN(N, 1+Na) )
'I' - cos ! ---=----='-

2'11'" Ccos 1/1,

_ inv-1 ('II'"(tbn1+~~+BN-E-J)
PN(N1+Nz)

(10)

If the cutter and numbers 'of teeth are fixed, this simplifies
to:

(11)

where

. - (N +N)
K} - a constant, PN 1 2

:11'

K2. - a constant, BN-.PN

This equation is partieularly helpful when a gear set must
be designed to fm a given center distance, since the combined
,effects of increasing tooth thickness and increasing base helix
angle {or decreasing axial pitch} are shown in one equation.

Once the sum of the base tooth 'thicknesses is known, it
must be divided between the gearand pinion in accordance
with the designer's priorities for balanced strength, sliding

velocities and whole depth.
Gear Pairs With NOP1~.Pa.r;allelAxes. Equation 7 is derived

from the assumption that the axes of rotation of the mating
gears are parallel, (The base helix angles are equal.l H this
is not the case, as in hobbing, shaving and in spiral gears,
a more general relationsrup must be sought, in which the nor-
mal operating circular pitches of the mating parts are equal
at the operating pitch diameters, and the Sum of the norma]
operating tooth 'thicknesses plus the normal! backlash is equal
to the operating; normal circular pitch. This leads to Equa-
tion 12, which must be solved by iteration.

N'- , N--'.' N (tbl) N (tb2) , (BN) (-)IlnVt/>l+ Zlnvt/>2,-l ,- + 1 - + 'II'" - -'11'"12
ObI Db2 PN

It can be seen that if the axes of 'the gears are parallel, so
'that the transverse operating pressure angles, (t/>\ - q,'2 -
t/>/), and the base helix angles are equal, Equation U reduces
to Equation 7.

One Gear. It has been shown by Grosser that the pressure
angle where the tooth thickness is equal to the space width
can. be found by

(U)

pressure angle where space width equals tooth
thickness.
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In Grosser's genera] case:

(14)

where

t - tooth thickness at the diameter where cp is measured
p ~ circular pitch at the same diameter.

The similarity between Equations Sand 13 has led to. a
search fer a way to express the fundamental proportions of
a gear pair in the same terms, as dimensionless ratios of to,
Ph and N, independent of the cutter geometry or the units
of measurement,

"T"Factor
Definition. The author proposes that the involute of the

pressure angle in the transverse plane at the diameter where
the tooth space is equal to the tooth thickness, be used as
the dimensionless comparison factor. This factor, called T,
for transverse tooth thickness factor, is dimensionless, easily
calculated and extremely useful. It would also be possible to.
use the pressure angle at this diameter, which is in more
familiar units, at the expense of an additional mathematical
conversion. This angle will be shown for easy reference in
parentheses as (cf>T) wherever numerical values for T aile
shown, for easy reference ..

Ca.lculan:on of T. Equation 13 can be restated by multiply~
ing it by cosVtb/cosVtb, in terms of normal tooth thicknesses

IJ J'J J-J .E.~\H DO;:: . Possibly,
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and normal base pitch, as:

(15)

This is the most convenient general form, since it is valid
for both spur and helical gears ..

Whe.n two gears are considered, T can be substituted into
Equation 7 giving:

. ,TIN1+T2N2+1F(BNIPN) '(16)mvtJ! - ... _
N} + N2

The term "BNIPN" is identical to "B/pb'" so that backlash
can be taken in either sense, as long as the value at base pitch
is consistent.

Some examples will illustrate the uses of this concept.
Fixed Center Distance Gears. Engineers are often asked to

specify a gear set with a specific ratio to nlesh at a given center
distance and a specified backlash, Usually, the ratio will not
Ht thecenter distance with spur gears made to standard pro-
portions and with standard (or available) tooling. The choice,
then, is to use oversize spur gears, helical gears or oversize
helical gears. The possibilities are endless, and thecalcula-
honsare repetitive, so the tendency is to use the first
reasonable resolution without really considering the
alternatives.

A simple calculation procedure using the Tractor wiH be
iillustrated by a numerical example. ]n these examples, calcula-
tions will be made for theoretical gears, representing the
tightestcenter distance expected and the maximum material
condition of the gears ..

Consider a 35/23 ratio (1.52174/1) and a 6.S00M center
distance. Assume that 5 DP 20" (PN - .5904) tooling is
available, and the desired normal backlash is .010·.

The author has found that 25° is a reasonable upper limit
for the transverse operating pressure angle .of sets like this,
so calculations will begin there. From EquationS Vtb -
22.311" and from Equation 9 px - 1.5552'.

Rearranging Equation 16, we get: B

TIN1+T2N2-inv¢'(N1+N2)-T (~) (17)
PN

With the value of T1Nl + TaN2 known, the distribution
of base thickness between the two gears is completely up to
the designer's judgment. Some of the options are:

Balanced Sliding. If a balance between approach and
recess action is desired, T1 should be approximately equal
to T2, and

invcp'(N1+N2) -1F(BN/pN)

N]+N2

., 1rBN
- mv¢ - --~-

PN(N1+N2)

Substituting and solving for T:

T- .02905791,(¢T - 24.7555°)

T

(18)

Rearranging Equation 15:

TN PN
tbn ~ + .SPN

1r
(I9)
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Substituting, Ibn = ...4208' tor the 23 tooth gear and .4863·
for the 35 tooth gear.

The tooth thickness values are converted to the transverse
plane, and the tooth thicknesses at the generating diameters
are calculated, For standard tooling and standard root
clearances, the gear ~O's will be 5.558" and 8.247", and the
tip lands will be .141' and .145", respectively.

For the pinion, the arc of recess action is 20.50
, and the

arc of approach is 20 ..2°. The sliding velocity at the gear tip
is 90 inches per second at 1200 pinion rpm, and at the pinion
tip it is 87 inches per second. The complete geometry of this
gear set is shown as Example 1 in Appendix B.

Balanced St~ength. H balanced strength is the first con-
sideration, a solution must be found by iteration.

For external gears with moderate ratios, the iteration can
be shortened by setting the T values in inverse proportion
to the numbers of teeth, so that the product T x N is a con-
stant. This is equivalent to setting the base tooth thicknesses
equal to each other. (See Equation 15.)

From Equation 17, values for T are .036638 (q,y -
26.6303°) for 23 teeth and .024077 (¢T - 23.3217°) for 35
teeth.

Substituting these values into Equation 19, the base tooth
thicknesses are .45356·.

The outside diameters are 5.654.· and 8.151". The tip lands
are .1225" and .1574".

The resulting J factors for bending strength are .511 and
.458. The complete geometry of this gear set is shown as Ex-
ample 2 in Appendix B..

This is only one of an infinite number of possible solutions
to the problem. Although it provides a reasonable balance,
since the J factors are within 6% of the mean, better balance
between the bending strengths can be obtained by increas-
ing one base tooth thickness slightly at the expense of the
other. The sum of the base tooth thicknesses must be held
constant to maintain the operating backlash.

For moderate gear ratios, base tooth thickness is nearly
proportional to root tooth thickness, and bending strength
is proportional to the cube of root tooth thickness, In our
example, a. 2% change (.009') in base tooth thickness will
make the difference, since (1.02)3 - 1.06. The resulting J
factor is .48 for pinion and gear. The designer must judge
if such a small change is really significant to the performance
of the finished parts. The complete geometry of this gear set
is shown as Example 2A in Appendix B.

A higher strength rating might be obtained by increasing
the operating pressure angle at the risk of higher noise and
a smaller contact ratio. The T factor system allows these
possiblines to be explored with a minimum of repetition, and
a clear idea of the effects of each change.

Tight Mesh Center Distance. Once the geometry of the
work gear is established, the engineer next usually needs the
inspection data. If the work gear is to be inspected by the
master gear-test radius method, the operating center distance
with the master gear will be required. In this example a master
gear with a standard tooth thickness - the space width equal
to the tooth thickness at the generating pressure angle-will
be used.

T for the master gear is then equal to the involute of the
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transverse generating pressure angle.

'. . _ sin¢cT - inv (sin 1(__ ))
cosrh,

T == .019203, (<frr = 21.6969'°)

T for the 35 tooth work gear is .024077, from Example 2.
Substituting the appropriate values in Equation 16, inv ¢'

= .022302 and ¢' = .3972 radians. From Equation 8., the
tight mesh center distance is 6.0583". The complete geometry
of this gear set is shown as Example 3 in Appendix B.

Sh.aper Cutting Conditions. H the gear is to be cut with
a pinion shaped cutter, the calculation is done as in the
previous example, except that allowance must be made for
the sharpening condition of the cutter ..The operating center
distance with the cutter is necessary for the calculation of in-
terference and form diameters with the shaper cutter. It is
usually calculated for two conditions, new cutter and thin-
nest usable worn cutter,

The base tooth thickness of the cutter can be taken from
the cutter drawing or from span measurement of the actual
cutter. The second alternative is usually best if a.worn cutter
is to be used to cut the part.

For example, consider a 71 tooth internal spur gear to be
cut with a. 20 tooth 3 Pndcutter, to a base tooth. thickness
of .1460". For the geat, T = .015559, th = 20.2787°. T, an
involute function, must be positive, so the absolute value of
N must be used. In the rest of the calculation, the numbers
of internal teeth and internal diameters ,31'e considered

{20J

negative.
The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Cutter Data New Cutter Worn Cutter

too .6120" .5247'
T factor .019156 .005220
¢T 21.6798° 14.21600

¢' 19.668° 21.844r
C 8.482" 8.605"
Example No. 4 5

Mesh With A Rask, The T factor system can be used to
analyze rack and pinion meshes by assuming that the rack
is a gear with a very large number of teeth, such as 9999.
This eliminates the computational. problems caused by infinite
values fortb' Cand Nz. The T factor for the rack is equal
to its transverse pressure angle. As an example, we will ex-
aminea 33 tooth spur pinion, cut with a 5 Pnd 141.5° hob
to a base tooth thickness of .4131", in mesh with a special
rack. The pinion was designed fora. special job requiring low
noise and high beam strength, The rack pressure angle of 80

was chosen to minimize separating forces and provide a.max-
imum contact ratio for quiet operation.

The rack circular pitch required to match the pinion base
pitch is .6143". T is then the involute function of 8\ or
,0009141.

This unusual gear set was built for a linear motion de-
vice, similar to a planer. (See Figs. 5~7.) It illustrates the
ability of the T factor to describe the gear geometry and to



facilitate the necessary mesh calculations, even if the two parts
are made with widely diHerentcutting tools, as is the case
here. The complete geometry of this gear set is shown as
Example 6 in Appendix B.

Mesh With A Hob. The T factor as derived is valid for
meshes where the axes of rotation of the two members are
parallel, but not valid in hobbing or shaping with a rack
shaped cutter set in. the normal plane. In these cases, it is
simple to convert the tool. geometry to its equivalent rack
in the transverse plane by calculating its transverse pressure
angle using Equation 17,. For example, the 35 tooth helical
gear of Example 2 might be cut with a standard hob with
a 20Q norma] profile angle. The transverse pressure angle of
the hob, ¢T = 21.69710 and T = .019204. Example 7 in
Appendix B shows the complete geometry of this gear set,

Establishing Root and Outside D.iameters..The examples
given here establish the foot diameters of the gear and pin-
ion from the cuttirlg conditions, using the generating diameter
and tooth thickness to establish the cutting position of the
cutter, and calculating the tip position of the cutter from the
actual. cutter geometry. This allows the use of different tools
for the gear and pinion if desired. The shaper cuHer and hob
examples show how this works. The outside diameters are
chosen to give standard root clearances from the root
diameters of the mating parts, except in the cutting tool ex-
amples, where the root clearance with the cutter is zero.

The resulting whole depths vary from standard in order
to maintain the designed clearances. This system is not re-
quired, but it has the advantage of automatical.ly maintain-
ing equal cutting depths for gear and pinion.

Limit Diameter for Minimum Tip Land. Pinions designed
to operateon widely spread centers run the risk of having
tip lands which are too small for good operation or for proper

Fig. 5 - Pinion in
meshwith
special rack.

F.ig.. 6-SpecialBD generated .r.1ck.

heat treatment. An .adaptation of the T ta.etor allows a quick
approximation of the maximum usable diameter limited by
minimum tip land. This approximation is based on the
premise that a minimum value for tip land should be
.300"/Pnd•

From Equation 14 the involute function at .any diameter
where the ratio of tooth thickness to circular pitch is known.
can be cal.culaled. If we assume ,that the pressure angle at
the limiting outside diameter will be appro.xima'lely 40°, 'the
ratio of base pitch to cwcular pitch at the outside diameter
will be .776,theoosineof 400

• These assumptions let lIS derive
the following:

.!'(tbn - ·08PN)mvtbJDmal< - --'-..:::::.:...-....:..:.:;..
NPN

Equation 21 is a good guide to maximum diameter fer
preliminary design of pinions, but the actual tip land should
be calculated beIor1! the design is finalized ..

This approximation is not IlRfuli for gears with large
numbers of teeth, since the 40" approximation is unrealistic

for gears with more than. 40 teeth. This limitation is
nota serious one, since the problem is encountered

f3IeIy in gears with Large n~mbe_rs of IfeeLh.
Universal Pin Size. Grosser demonstrated that f.or

SPUl' gears, a pin with a dia_meter equal to half the
transverse base pitch will always rest with its cen-
ter at the diameter where the space width equals the
tooth thickness. (See Equation 13). It is ,easy to show
that this is also, true fo.r helical gears if the pin size
is chosen so that the pin size is equal. to ha:tf the
norma] base pitch.

The involate function at that diameter is T, which
is independent of the helix angle. The diameter is,

of course, a functio.n O'f Dt" which is in-
versely proportional. to %. This, relation-
ship provides an 'easy universal. way to
determine a pin size without tables or long
caJlcUlatio·n if T is known ..

This line of reasoning returns us 'to the

(21)
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Fig. 7 - Plotted profile of special rack,

concept that a logical relationship should exist between the
descriptions of nonstandard helical!gears and similar nonstan-
dard spur gears. The T factor does this by giving gears with
the same fundamental geometry the same name.

Sh.aving Cutters. Combining Equation 15 with Equation
U and eliminating the backlash term, since shaving cutlers
are in tight mesh,

Also, since the normal operating pressure angle is iden-
tical en both parts,

This pair ofequations, which are a rearrangment of those
presented by National Breach(9) must be solved by iteration.

The solution is beyond the scope of this .article, but the equa-
tionsare presented here 'to.' illustrate the vaJueof the T factor
in describing a nonstandard gear and simplifying the form.
of most gear geometry equations.

Condusions
The equations derived and demonstrated above are not

dependent on the T factor. Similar relationships can be de-
rived from the fundamental! parameters given at the beginning
of this article. Is it really worthwhile to. introduce another
pet theory into. the gear geometry litera.ture1 Why not werk
with tho and PN?

At times we need to compare two designs of differ·ent
pitches to get a sense of how a new design compares to a
known set in the field. If we can make the comparison on
a nondimensional parametric basis, we can generalize the in-
formation and help with future designs too.

The appeal of the x factor system amply demonstrates the
need for a comparison factor. The T factor is proposed as
a more dearly defined and more useful parameter. By
eliminating the assumed cutter definition and the assumed
backlash from the parameter. we can compare designs made
with nonstandard cutters as easily as we can ,compare more
conventional gears.

AppendixA- DerivaHons
Symbols
Symbols used are the same as these in the body of the arti-
de. The prime symbol ( , ) denotes values at the operating
pitch diameters.

Parallel Axis Gears

(22)

Conditions:

• Axes are parallel,
• Transverse operating circular pitches are equal.

• Transverse operating pressure angles are equal.

• Sum of transverse operating tooth thicknesses and
transverse operating backlash equals transverse
operating circular pitch.

(23)

(continued 01'1 page 22)
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DESCRIBING NONSTANDARD GEARS ..
(continued from page 20)

Derivation of Equation 5:

p'

011 (tbl - inv¢') + 01
2 (. th2. - inve') +B'

ObI 0"2.
p' tbl ..., 0'2 tb2 D'2 . , B'-----mv¢ +-----mv¢ +-

0'1 Dbl D'l ~1 OIl D'l

p'

L_Ph

D\ ObI

0'2 Db2----

OIl Dj,1

Note: B~is transverse backlash at 01,

B is transverse backlash in plane of action.
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Crossed Axis Gears
Conditions:

• Axis are in parallel planes.

• N ormal operating circular pitches are equal

• Normal operating pressure angles are equal.

• Sum of normal operating tooth thicknesses plus normal
circular backlash equals operating normal circular pitch.

Derivation of Equation 12:

Given: tOnI' tbn2' a, N1, Nz, PN, Px1 and Px2

Note that axial pitches are different fo,r the two gears.

for each gear:

1I'Dj

t'n - t't coS¢'
N

_ N p'n..O'COSlP'

ttb _ 'I' tnb

OJ, NPN

'IT D'lCOS¥/'l

NI
, ;, ., 11' tnhl '.' . ..' r tnbz. ,Pn-DICOSlPl(•.- -mv¢tl)+D2c.oSlPz(-.--mv¢t2)+Bn

N1Pn. NzPn
'N ,'N., _, (tnbI+tnb2) Pn I, A.' P.n-2._ A.' +·BPn-Pn - -. - --mv"'·t1 - --mv"'t2 ·n

PN PN 11' 11'

, tnbl tnb2 Nl.. j N2. , B n
l---+----Invcf> n--InvrP t2+-

PN PN 11' 11' p'n

(Bn_BN)
p'n Pn

TINI +T2N2+'l:BN

PN
tbl tb2 BN

or . -=NIL )+N2 (- .. -+ 11' (-)- 'II'

ObI Db2 PN

(22)

(12)

Tooth Thickness (See Fig. 8.)
Derivation of Equation 13:

Rl is the radius where:
"t" - tooth thickness is equal to "s" - tooth space.
¢1 is the pressure angle at that radius.
~ is the base circle radius.



Ph. tb
- +mvtPl --
4Rt, 2~

Phtb--
· 2
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Db
For any value of to:

'..1. tb Ph 'tlmv'r'l-_- __

2Rb 2Rb 1'1

· tb-Pbt1/plmvtl)- ....::...-=....:;....::'--"-=-
1 '0.,

where Pl. ,tPt and 'tl are at Dl

Derivati.on of Equation 21.

If ,300M /Pnd is a reasonable limit for tip land, to:

1" 1" CoSt/J,c . d ' .300 PN
Pnd---an t.,------"-"-'

P PN 1rCos<Pc

for 14.5°, to-'099J>N
for 20°, to-.101pN
for 25°, to-.10SPN

Use .1PN as an approximation.

· tb-Pb(.lPN),jpomv,tPo-....:;.....~-:...;~:..:=

Db

If we assume Lhat 40° isa good approximation f'OftPo'
Po-,PN/cos 4OD

•
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KHVPlanetary Gearing- Part II

b

Fig. f - KHV gearing.

David Yu
MCP Products Corp..

Skokie, IL
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Abstract
In Part 1 of this article, various types of planetary gears were

surveyed and the KHV type was recommended as having potential
for wider use with medium power transmissions and larger speed
ratios. Part 11continues the diSCIJssion,showing ways to decrease
the pressure angle during meshing, improving force dislributionand
raising efficiency. Having analYzed the calculated data of 400 ex-
amples, the author has shown that the ,efficiency of a KHV does
not reduce with the increasing speed tatioand may reach a higher
value of 92%. The author's Fortran program for optimizing the
parameters is shown.

Introduction
Consisting of only a ring gear b meshing with one or two

planets. a, a. ,carner H and an equal velocity mechanism V,
a KHV gearing (Fig. 1) is compact in structure, small in size
and capable of providing a large speed ratio. For a single
stage, its speed ratio 'can reach up to 200, and its size is ap-
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Fig. .2:-KHV with floating plate equal velocity mechanism.

proximately 1/4 that of a conventional multi-stagegear box.
If the ring gear b is fixed and the carrier H is the input,

the planet must be the output. Through the principle of
relative angular velocity, the speed ratio between Hand P
can be obtained as foUows:

-Za
Zb-Za

(1)

Where: rha is the speed ratio from H to a,
Nh and N, are angular velocities of H and a
respectively,
Zb and Zaare numbers of teeth of the ring
gear b and the planet a respectively.

For example, if Zb - 100 and Za - 99, the speed ratio l),a
- -99.

The equal velocity mechanism is used to transmit the mo-
tion and power of the planet to a shaft, the axis of which
coincides with the central axis of the gearing, Any coupling
that can transmit motion between two parallel shafts, such
as, an Oldman coupling or a Hookes joint, (See Fig. 1.) can
be used as the equal velocity mechanism V. However, these
kinds of coupling are too large and too heavy, which would
tend to nullify the advantages of the KHV. Therefore, special
designs should be used ..

One ·of them is the floating plate type shown in Fig .. 2.
There are also other types ofequal velocity mechanisms, such



as plate shaft type, zero tooth-diHerenoe type, etc,
The KHV planetary driving with involute 'toothed gears

is one ,of the most pr1lmising gearings. With only one inter-
nal gear and one pinion, the KHV has many prominent ad-
vantages, such as compact structure, light weight, and fewer
manufactured machine parts. But Ith.e I<HV also has short-
comings. Its mechanical efficiency has been ,considered low.
The larger the transmission ratio, the lower Ithe efficiency.
Interference is liable to OCCW',and the calculation of its
geometrical dimension is,complicated. Therefol!e,at present,
KHV gears can. only be used in small powertramsmission.
Whether their eHiciency can increase and will not drop
sharply when speed ratio, becomes large are important con-
cerns for the further development of KHVgearing.

In this article the author wiD present a new concept, which
was verified through aboue 400 examples, with various
par.ameters; ,that is, the efficiency during meshing of KHV
gears can reach a higher valiueandwill. not decrease with the
increasing of speed ratio. nus conclusion may open the door
for the use of KHV gearing in medium power transmissions
and larger speed ratio applications ..Por example, the pressure
angle during meshing adopted by Prof. Muneharu Morozumi
is 61.06°. when the tooth difference between. internal gear
and pinion is one. When. the tooth difference is 2, the pI1eSS1lN

angle lS, 46.03°, and when it is 3. the pI@SSUlIea:ngI:e is
.37.41 0. (1) P'rof. Bolot:vska:ya uses 3J pressure angle of more
than 38D when the tooth diffel!ence is 3.(2JThe larger the
pressure angie, the lower the efficiency and the bigger the
acting force. But in this paper, the pressure angles. are only
about Sl 0, 33°, and 2&°, corresponding to tooth difference
- 1, .2 and 3, respectively. The efficiency will be 92-98% ..
These improved results are due to an adequate method for
caliculatulg geometrical dimension, accurate ,efficiency for-
mulae and optimized parameters.

Adequate' M.ethod .101' Calculating DimeAsiOD

In calculating extemall gearing, the methods of determin-
ing the geometrical dimension are basically similar. But there
are various methods in internal gearing, and different results
will be obtained, depending on the method used. In some
methods, the formulae for external gearing are directly in-
tredueed to internal gearing, with only a change of + or -
symbols, and in others, the parameters of the cutter are not
taken into account. (3' The internal ,gearing cut by a pinion
type cutter is quite different from the external gearing. The
parameters of gear cutters must be taken into aocount. Other-
wise, the calculatlon seems to. be correct, but the obtained
dimension cannot provide good meshing qualities, and
sometimes interference may occur during, practical cutting and
,assembling. In a worst case scenario. the intemalgear can-
not be cut. and the involute figlwe cannot be generated. For
example, in calculating KHV gearings. Prof. Muneharu
MOII'ozumi does not consider the parameters of cutters, Some
data used by him are as foHowS: Ithe addendum modifica.-
tion coefficient of :internal gear is X2 == .0.2 for all KHVs
when the tooth difference = 5. and X2 .... 0 for all KHVs
when the tooth difference = 8. (II lfthe gear in. the former
case is, eut by a new standard cutter (GB71-60') with module
m-2 millimeters. number of teeth Zc=5O, and addendum

modification coefficient, Xc ....O.57S, then the pressure ~ngle
during cutting an .intemal gear with number of~eeth ~ - 65
is aa,and

== .0..72794(0.2 -.0.578)/(65--50) +0.149 ... -0.0034,

That is, aa becomes negative, and the internal gear cannot
be cut. In the case of Xz - 0, many standard cutters can-
not be used since aa may be easily smaller than zero.

The method used in. this article is based on 'the following
principl.es.

1. The dedendum circle should be determined by the
parameters of the gear cutter because the dedendum circle
,of agear or ill pinion is generated by the addendum of the
gear cutter; that is,

REl - AC2 + Rac '(2)
Ril - ACl - Rae (3)

011' RE1 .... m (0.5Z1 - ~ + Xl) ,(4)
where Rf - dedendum circle,

Ra - addendum circle,
A - center distance,
X - addendum modification coefficient.
m "'" module,
~ '....addendum c~icient of hob;

subSCripts.
1 - pinion,
2 - internal gear,
e - pinion type 'cutter,
h - hob

Equations 2 and 3 are used for pinion cutter and Equation
4 for the hob.

2.. The addendum circle should be determined mainly by
meshjng qualities, such as ratio ,oontact, necessary clearance,
avoiding interference, sliding factor, etc, The calcul'ations of
these Hems are an in connection wilh addendum ctrcles.
Therefore, from one of these items, addendum circles can be
preliminarily determ.ined.. The simplest item is clearance,
which should be chosen. Then

Ral - Rr2 - Au: -mC
R~2 '''''' Rn +A12 +mC

(5)
(6)

where C-clearance coefficient. For the time being, it isa
given value.

From 'the above obtained addendum circles, contact ratio
interference and ,other required items can be calculated. I( they
are not satisfied,. 'the value of C should be changed.

Prof. Bolotovskaya's method is a better one. However~ she
limited C to 0.25 or 0.3. (~l The pressur~ .angIe has to become
large to avoidtroch.oidal ilnterferenoe when looth diffeJ!ence
is small. She did not present any paper on tooth differences
less than three, [f her method was used for tooth differences
of one or 'two, the pressure angle would be v ry large.

PracticaHy, clearance is not an important ,quality index,
and it is unnecessary to limit clearance within a certain value.
A feasible approch can be used to get smaller pressure angle



and higher dficiency; that is, using larger clearance, if
necessary, to avoid trochoidal interference.

3. The pinion type cutter itself may be taken for a medified
gear with addendum modification coefficient Xc. The Xc=O
was used by Prof. Gavli1enko(5) as an average value. Super-
ficially,. the parameters of the cutter would be taken into ac-
count. Practically, neither the new cutter nor the reground
one can always be exactly Xc=O. for example, in a cutter
of m=l.S mm and 2c=68, Xc =0.737 in a new cutter and
Xcmin =-0 ..05 in the reground one. In another cutter of
m =4 mrn and Zc = 9, Xc = 0 is for the new one and Xcmin
= -0.27 for ehe old one. Therefore Xc=O is not the average
value; moreover, the average value itself cannot be used in
alJ cases. Otherwise interference may occur in some particular
conditions, (3) because each time the cutter is sharpened Xc
and other parameters will change. The reasonable method
adopted by the author is using the parameters of a new cut-
ter to calculate geometrical dimensions and reexamining
the obtained data through the limited parameters of an old
one just before it is worn out. The details can be seen in
Reference 3..

Acrorate Efflc:iency fo.rmulae
The mechanical efficiency during meshing is an important

quality index of planetary gearing. The following formula
is often used to calculate efficiency, though there is little dif-
f,ere.nce among various literatures. (See Referencese-Bc)

l1bv = 11 I [fl + (1 - 1/) (1 + Zl/Zd)] (7)

where flbv - efficiency during meshing of a KHV gearing
with carrier H taken as a driver, and equal
velocity mechanism Vasa. follower.

'11 efficiency of the reference mechanism with the
carrier assumed to be stationary:

Zd tooth difference; i..e., Z2 - ZI'

The speed ratio is -Zl/Zd, and from Equation 7, it is ob-
vious that when 11 does not change, 11bv will decrease with
the increasing of Zl/Zd or the absolute value or speed ratio.
II fI is treated in a simple way such as '11= 0.98, it may easily
be chosen from a handbook. Then obtain 'llbv = 0.83 when
Z/Zd = 9,. and 1/bv = 0.33 when Zl/Zd = '99. Perhaps this
may be the reason why the efficiency of KHV gearing will
drop sharply with the increasing speed ratio, and KHV can-
not be used in medium power transmissions with larger speed
ratios.

However, 1/ is not a constant and win change with speed
ratio or number of teeth. Besides, fib" is very sensitive to ".
For example, when Zl/Zd = 63, if fI "'" 0.999, then l1bv =
0.9398; if "I = 0.99, then flbv = 0.607; and if 1/ = 0.98, then
'7bv = 0..43. Therefore, the accuracy of '11 is an important fac-
tor. Inaccurate formulae may result in. inefficiency and even
lead to some wrong conclusions.

The formula recommended by Prof. Kudlyavtzev is a
rough one in which the contact ratio is taken as a con-
stant.(6) In many other formulae, fI only varies with contact
ratio E.!7l Practically, 71 not only depends on E, but also
changes with position of pitch point. In conventional gear-
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ing or in some other planetary gearings, the pitch point is
within the length of contact, so that the difference among
various efficiency formulae win not be large, though some
formulae are approximate ones. But in KHV gearings, owing
to larger pressure angle, pitch point is often out of contact
region, sometimes far from it. If the position of pitch point
is not taken into account, errors will arise. A more accurate
efficiency formula is used in this paper, in which the posi-
tion has been considered, that is,

Wher,e # is coefficient of friction, Ke is a coefficiene that is
determined by the positien of pitch point and contact ratio.
Various formulae for calculating Ke are listed in Reference 7 ..

Optimizing Programraiag
The procedure for calculating the geomet.rical dimension

of KHV gearing is very complicated. Even using a calculator,
it may take four to eight hours to solve one problem, so that
it is preferable to design a program for general use and to
calculate with a computer. Though arduous manual
calculating work can he avoided this way, if a program is
only a formulae translation, the obtained result may not be
at good one. Only after optimizing techniques are used does
the program become really useful.

The discussed problem is a nonlinear constrained program
in which thereare many transcendental functions and some
non-unimodal functions. Therefore it is difficult to use the
optimizing methods in which derivatives have to be eval-
uated, and it is appropriate to use direct search techniques.

There are various methods for direct search, such as the
Powell method, the Hooke-Ieeve method, etc., that are ef-
fective for mathematical examples, especially for quadratic
functions. But they may not be successful if they are directly
used in a practical engineering problem, such as KHV gearing.

These methods are designed. for unconstrained problems,
but ours is a.constrained one . As introduced in many books,
the penalty function can be used to convert a constrained
problem into an unconstrained one. The Powell method with
penalty function has been tried, but the result is nota good
one, since it is not easy to choose a suitable penalty factor,
and the conjugate direction, being deduced from quadratic
function, is difficu]t to form in our problem with many
transcendental functions. Three other methods have been also
tried by the author, and the results are different from one
another.

In consideration of the particular features of KHV gear~
ing, a better method has been chosen as .follows:

1. There are many variables in the design of KHV gear-
ing ..In order to simplify calculation, the master program has
been designed with an array of three dimensions of module,
number of teeth and the parameters of cutter. But during the
optimizing procedure, three independent variables are used.
They are clearance coefficient C, addendum modification
coefficient of pinion Xl and the center distance between
pinion and gear, Au, i.e., A.

The objective function is for getting the maximum effi-
ciency. The constraints are Gs > 0 to avoid interferenc,e,.and



E > 1 to assure the continuity of meshing. 'Gs > 0.02 is used
to consider theermrs in machining and assembling. Although
Yastlebov verified thatE might besmaller than 1 in internal
gearing,.(9J and in Shanghai, China, there are KHV gearing
reducers with E 0.85 that have normally run for over 10
years. E. > 1 is used in our design.

In order to be 'convenient for calculation, a lot of
subroudnesare used, The subroutine OR is designed forsolv-
ing involute functions. The subroutine AB is applied to select
a value of angle near the solution within an in.terval of one
degree, so' th~t the angle of a given involute function can. be
evaluated rapidly. The subroutine AX is used to calculate
center distance and addendum modification coefficient. The
subroutine GE is designed for computing the constraints, and
the submutine EF is used to calculate ,efficiem:y.

2. Without using the penalty function, a modification of
the Heeke-Ieeve method has been designed so 'that it can be
available for a constrained problem, such as 'the one that
foUows.

From an initial base point within the feasible region,start
the search for optimum efficiency with three dimensional ex-
ploration. U at the test point, the ,efficiency is not improving
or the oonstraints cannot be sarisfied, the exploring direction
should be changed. If the local exploration fails in an six direc~
tions (including positive and negative), Lhe searching step
length should be reduced. and a new local search conducted.
If the local search is successful in one or more directions, start
a. pattern searehwithanaccelerated step. When the search
fails to find a better point in all dil'ectionsand the step length
is smaller than the specified value, the iteration should stop,
and an optimum or a result near the optimum will be
obtained.

3. In order to obtain a higher eff:idencyanda smaller
pressure angle, theil:eration begins from a small pressure
angle, so that the starting point formed by the input data
is 'out of the feasible region. The modified Hooke-Ieeve
method can only be used within a feasible region; therefore,
how to find an initial point w:ithinthis region is important,
and the position ·of this poin.t should be carefuJ1y chosen.
Otherwise, the final result will not be a good one.

During 'the procedure to find the initial point within a feasi-
ble region, if A, Xl and C are 'treated with 'the same impor-
tanoe, as in a genera] mathematical problem of three indepen-
dent variables, the initia] point will be bad, and the final result
may be far from the real. optimum or the speed of con-
vergence may be very slow. H only A changes !to get the in-
itiaIDpoint, the final result will be improved, but still. will not
be a good one. Since in this practical problem, A is more
influential than Xl or C on objecti.ve functions and con-
straints, a better method has been adopted; that is, Xl and
C simul:t:aneously changewi.th the accelerated step. If the
tested point does not improve in approaching the feasible
region, increase A by a. small step, 'th.en try Xl and C again.
Thus, an ideal injtial point w:ithin the feasible region can be
quicldy found.

4. The process of 'this ,optimizing method is illustrated in
fig. 3, and the flow chart is given in. Fig. 4.

Fortran Wanguageis used in the program. Dilierent modules,
number of 'teeth and parameters of 'cutters are input in groups,

constraints

pattern search
with aces ..step feasible

Ireglon

XlfLA
-- C

search an Initial !pOint
within feasible' region

starting point formed
by input dala

.FIg, 3 - The process of the optimizin,g m lhod.

so that each time the pr1>gram can calculate at least 100 pro-
blemswith 2,800 useful data output.

Conclusion
The author has used thlsophmizi,ng program to calculate

400 KHV geariJl-8s with various different parameters and
11,200 useful data have obtained ..Having .analyzed the results,
we can draw some new condusions.

1. The mechanical 'efficiency of the KHV gearing shoul:d
not be considered low. mt.can reach a higheT value if adequa'te
formulae and optimizing techniq-ues have been used. Some
data are listed in Table 1 for illustration, where the coeffi-
cient of friction is 'taken as 0.1.

From Table 1, we can. observe Ithat the efficiency does not
drop sharply with 'the increasing of speed ratio. It will be a
little larger when tooth difference (Zo - Zz - Zi) increases.
However, for a given. speed ratio, the size of KHV gearing
will becorne brge if ,tooth difference increases; Itherefore, tooth
difference - 1 should be preferably used in KHV gearing.

2. The pressure angle during meshing is smaller than those
presented in other literatures. For comparison, some data are
given in Table 2.

Though more experiments should be made to verify the
theoretical effidency obtained from this optimizing program,
the calculated 400 KHV gearings all satisfy the constraints
and requirements. Therefore, not only the program in this
article can be used practically, but also it is certain that, ,owing
to, smaller pressure angle, the efficiency and force distribu-
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INPUi DATA
NUMBER, OF TEETH,

MO[)ULlE, PAR.A!METERS
OF NEW CUrTER, INI-

TIAL Xl a .A. C, ETC..

SEAR,CH AN INITIAL
POINi WITHIN F1EA-
SIBLE REGIONI
CAll SUBROUTINE IV(
CALL SUBROUTINE GE

FO .. F
YB=,YO' I

YA .. Y

¥=2¥-YB
PAITERN S~ARGH
WITHI AGeE, STEP
CALL sue, P;x
CALL sua, GE

I CALL SUBROUTINE iEF
(F: EFFICIENCy)

[
A IiIFO=F YB .. YO- x,. I

, C ,
, s: STEP UENGTH I

I,Yo~n I 11 a 0 IV""Y02)+Si010
YO 3)1 0 a 1

3-DIlMENSIONAl 'LO-
CAL IEXPLORAiliON
CALL SUB,., f(J.
GALL SUB .. GE

IF

F

.F\g .. 4- The flow chart of the program.
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Table 1 Some obtained data.

m Zd ZI -ZI Zc Xc Xcmin aI!!' !l'n .. "ZZ-Zl
5 1 80 -80 20 0.105 -0.19 51.64 92.22
4 1 100 -100 19 0.105 -0.12 51.21 92.30
3 1 150 -150 34 0.337 -0.15 50.59 92.39
2 1 200 -200 38 0.420 -0.17 50.90 92.23
2 1 250 -250 50 0.578 -0.10 50.59 92.34

1.5 1 300 -300 50 0.503 -0.29 50.16 92,34
1.5 1 360 -360 18 0'.103 -0'.44 50,16 92,46

5 2 100 -50 20 0.105 -0.19 33.96 97,37
4 2 160 -80 25 0.168 -0.19 33..64 97..34
2 2 200 -100 50 0.578 -0.10 33.74 97.33

1.5 2 320 -160 50 0.503 -0.29 33.48 97.26
3 3 UO -40 25 0.167 -0.13 25.88 ! 99.13
2 3 240 -80 50 0.5'78, -0.10 25.56 99.06

1.5 3. 300 -100 SO 0..503 -0.29 25.63 99.01

Table.2 Data: for comparison.

David Yu Muneharu Belote-
Morozumi vskay.a

Zd ZI m Ze Xc cr-' 21 aO ZI 2c a·'

1 60 5 25 0.132 51.99 60 61..06
1 60 4 19 0.105 52.03 60 61.06
1 ,80 3 34 0'.337 51.52 80 61.06
1 80 I 2 SO 0.578 51.52 801 61.06
1 50, 1.5 18 0.103 51.41 80 61.06
2 60 5 20 0.105 34.34. 60 46.03

I

2 60 3 25 .0.167 34.36 60 46.03
2 80 2 38 0.420 34.11 80 416.03

I 2 80 2 50 0.578 34.30 80 46.03
3 60 41 25 0.168 26.22 60 37.41
.3 60 1.S 18 0.103 26.13 60 37.41
3 80 3, 25 0.167 26.01 180 37.41
3 ,80 1.5 18 0.103 26.13 ,80 37.41

I

3 96 4 25 0.168 25.94 9'7 50 >38
3 96 2 SO 0.578 25.94 97 50 >38

,

3 96 1..5 SO 0.503 25.88 97 50 >38 I

tion are better than those in other designs.
'3. After eomparision and analysis, an importantconclu-

sioncanbe drawn; that is, the KHV ge.aring can enter into
a wider usage with medium power transmission, larger speed
ratio and higher ,efficiency.Inaddition to its compa.ct struc-
ture, light weight and other advantages, the KHV gearing
may become one ·of the most promising gearings in
mechanical. transmission.

(continued 011 page 48)



THE USE OF BOUND.ARY ELEMENTS ...•
(continued fr,om p~ge 9)

.... It 1

RII. 3 - Stress distribution along the boundary for a thick rimmed external
geM supported. at the ends.

11I •• 1t 2

Fig. 4 - Stress distribution along the boundary for a, thick rimmed external
gear supported along the inner bore.

of the critical stress point did not change. and the J factor
was, found to increase from 0.335 to 0 ..343 just by changing
'the boundary conditions ..Mesh 3 (Fig. 5) shows a. thin rimmed
gear whose rim is unsupported, and Mesh 4 (Fig. ,6) shows
'the same thin rimmed gear with a fixed rim. The boundary
condition ,effect on the J fa.ctor is much greater for the thin
rimmed case, and the stresses increase when the constraints
for the thin rimmed 'case are removed. The location of the
ai.tica] point also changes. A computer analysis using the
AGMA 218.01 standard gave a value of 0.3019 for tile J fac-
tor for cases 1 truough 4, and the graphs in the A:GMA stan-
dard give a J factor of about 0..3.2.Finite element models were
also created and run on ANSYS for cases 1 thJIough 4. fig.
10 ~hows the finite element model for case 4, and Fig. 11
shows the contour plot of the maximum prindpal stress for
this run. The J factors &om the finite elemem runs arealso
'tabulated in Table 1. The :finite element models show stresses
thatare consistently 10%hjgher than those obtained by the
boundary element models, This may be due to the differ,ent
It,echniques used by the two methods in extrapolating the
stresses to the surface and needs further investigation. Table
3 shows J factors obtained for gear teeth wilh the same pro-
file and roots as in cases 1 through 4. as the inner radius is

Fig. 5 - Stress distribution along the boundary for a thin rimmed external
gear supported at th ends,

11I •• !h ..

.Fill. 6-StftSS distributlon alcng theboundary for a thin rimmed ·external
geM supported along. the inner bore.

varied frorn O.S to 0.8, with the rim supported ,only at its
edges,

Meshes Sand 6 (Figs ..7 &: 8) show that thisappr,oach can
also be used with internal gears. and Mesh 7 (Fig. 9) shows
how this method can be used with gears with a smaU number
of 'teeth when undercutting 'takes place, Plane stress condi-
tions were assumed for these cases, but plane strain condi.-
tions could have been used. The decision as Ito which is more
.applicable would have ,to be made by the user.

Summary and Future Research
The boundary element methodology has several. advan-

tages overusing 'the 'Standardized gear rating schemes. It can
'take into, account different boundary conditions, account for
plane stress or plane strain. conditions, determine' the actual
critical point and include the effects of support ,conditions
and rim thickness. lFurthennore. the method can ha~dl In-
ternal gears and can also compute displacements. Since the
complete multi-axial state .of stress at any point is available,
any failure theory can be used to iden;tify the critical point
and to compute the geometry factor.

The method does. however, have limitations. The state ,of
stress in. gear teeth is almost always threHii.mensi.onal,and
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Men 5

F~g. 7 - Stress distribution along the boundary for an internal gear supported
at the ends.

Fig.S - Stress distribution along the boundary for an internal gear supported
along the outer radius.

Table 3. Variation of the geometry factor
with the rim thickness

Ratio of
rim thickness

to whole
tooth depth

.Inner .radius
'(inches)

Geometry
Factor J

0'.50'
0.70
0.75
0.80

1.5
0 ..67
0.46
0.2-5

0.334
0.334
0.291
0 ...159

tara. complete study, this method cannot replace full fledged
three-dimensional finite element analysis, but only supple-
ment it. The boundary element method does not allow stress
computations on the boundary, but this [imitation can be
overcome by computingthe stresses at two points, near the
boundary and extrapolating the values to the boundary. The
time required to compute the system matrices varies as the
square of the number of nodes. Thus, the efficiency of the
method decreases as models get large. Also, unlike the finite
element method, the matrices are not banded or symmetric.
However, meshes with 100 to 120 nodes serve well enough,
and these limitations do not cause any serious problems.

Since only preliminary results are presented here, a con-
siderable amount of case history experience is needed in. order
to assess the potential of this method more accurately, In par-
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Flg. 9-Stress distributionalong the boundary for an. external ge<II with 12
teeth supported. along; the inner bore,

Flg.1D-Finite element model for case 4.

Fig. ll- Contour plot of maximum principal stress in the finite element model
of case 4.

ticular, there should be some corroboration between I fac-
tors computed by the boundaryelement method and those
computed by the AGMA method. The following studies are
anticipated in the next year to. provide further verilicaHon
of this method for the evaluation 'of geometry factors:
• Comparison of boundary element results with current

AGMA analysis and with finite element analysis fora
broad spectrum of gear and hob geometries ..Computation
time comparisons with finite element methods will also' be
made ..

• Comparison of boundary element results with computa-
tiona] and experimental results in the literature for thin
rimmed gears and internal gears.

• Determine the feasibility of using persanalcomputers for



the geom.etry factor calculationusing boundary elements ..
• Enhance the program to take care of the roller boundary

conditiens and to allow models to incorporate a number
of t,eeth greater than three.

Appendix
Boundary Element Method Equations

Boundary element methods use approximating functions.
that satisfy the governing ,elasticity equations wi.tmn the outer
periphery ,of the body being analyzed, but not the boundary
,conditions. These functions are called the fundament.al
solutions.

figs. 12 &; 13 showa typicatl body which is to be analyzed.
The ,elasticity equations which govern the anal:ysis have been
presented here in tensor notation for the sake of conciseness.

for every point in the body of interest to be ina state of
equilibrium, the stress field must satisfy the following
equilibrium equation:

equilibrium: aij.1 - 0 in 'D

Here iand j vary from 1 to 2 for a two-dimensional analysis
and 0 is the interior of the body.

The surface loads or the tractions applied to the body are
related to the stresses as

Fig. l1-Body Uflder consideration.

fig. 13-BoUfldary el men! discretization.

These tractions are prescribed on part of the body's surface
I'2' On the rest of the surface of the body, the displacements
U.i have to be prescribed. Uij is the stress tensor field and 'the
u, is the displacement vector field. The starting point for
both the boundary element method and the finite element
method is an integrated form of the equilibrium 'eq-uation:

for all ut': J Uj"'uiHdO - 0D '
where uj is an a.rbitra:ry wei,ghtin-8 function. The choice of
this weighting .function is one of the differ,ences between the
boundary and ~fin]teelement method. In the finite element
method, these functions are chosen to be the same as the
shape functions,. whereas, in the bound~ry element method,
the fundamental solutions are used.

Integrating by parts. (in~egration by parts in. two and ,three
dimensions is carried eut using Green's identity) we get:

I u~ ..n·dI' - J uj*ju..dO - 0l I II I - .-1]---
r Q

But it can be shown that

Therefore, the integral becom s:

J utlrijnj,dr
r

f u~fjidO - 0
Q

or,

Iut pldr - J ,uljflj<IO - 0
r D

The above set. of equations is characteristic of most finite ele-
ment developments. However, the boundary element method
carries out integration by parts once more:

fUraijnjdr
r

!uilEijdO - 0
11

As beiore,

J uib,;njdr - !uijui,jdO - 0
fO

and using Glleen's identity to integrate by pans once more,
for all ut,

J ul..,n·dr' - r u-O":~njdr-1")--1- J ,- .') - -
r r

J UiO"ii.lclO - 0
Q

'Ii' _

If we choose the field Uj to be the response to a u_rdt COIl-

eentrated load at point P in the'k' direction, (Such at field
is called a fundamental solution of the equilibrium equation.l
then:

WhereOik is 'the Kronecker delta and .1.(P) is 'the Dirac delta
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function.
Hence,

J ujO'il.jdO- -!UiOlk ~(P) dO - -CpUk(P) (A.I)
D I)

where
Cp - Oif P lies outside
'Cp- 1 if P lies inside
'Cp - 0.5 if P lies on a smooth boundary

In the general case, Cp has to be determined by Integration,
We then have:

JUj'l:rijojdr
r

IUjO"ijnjdI' - CpUk(P) -0
r

f utp,dr
r

!UjP;" dT - CpUk(P) - 0
r

To make ,this equation discrete, let Ui- !fmumiand Pi -
!fmPmJ,' where !fm arethe shape functions defined along the
boundary of the body only. We do not need to interpolate
uiand Pi inside the body because the above integral is to be
evaluated only on the boundary.

The quantities Urnj and Pmi are the nodal values of the
displacements and the tractions, respectively ..At any given
node, either Umi or Pm; is known and the other value is
unknown.

For every source point P and every direction k, we can
make theabove integral equation discrete to get one linear
equation relating the Pmi and the Uml' A new point P is then
moved from one nodal point to the next and as many equa-
tionsare generated as there are unknowns. This gives a
system of linear equations:

i.e.
[Ii -ell u - IG]p

!H + CI U - !G] p

The matrix IC] contains all of the ,cp ·coefficients. Instead
or evaluating them by Integrating, an easier way to deter-
mine them is by applying rigid body displacements and zero
tractions in the above matrix equation.

The system of equations becomes:

(HI u - [GI p

which is then solved to determine the unknown tractions and
displacements,

Once all of the nodal displacements. and tractions are
known, Equation (A.I) can be used to determine the displace-
ment of any interior point P. This displacement can then be
differentiated to obtain the strains and hence 'the stresses in
the interior ,of the body.
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Separately, these two show/conferences are Important to the Indusoy. stimulating I:xXh sales and the
exchange cI ideas; however. I think a JOInt effort on the part rI AGMA and SME has an even more
powerful appeal Rather than have to support and promote two separate events, they cOlJd combine
their individual organizational perspectiVes, stren¢ts and resources to produce an educational event
and gear expo cI map IflterTlabOr'IaI IITlpOftance A cont>ined effort could also relieve pcXenC:iaI ex-
hIbiUlrs and attendees wi[h limited budgets cI the dmicult decision cI choosing YJhich event to Sl.p'
pat. .Joint efI'oos could also, perhaps, produCe smaI technical seminars. conferences and presentaUOnS
several DmeS a year " diIferer It locations to make educational opportunIbes more accessable to an
even geater nUf1iJer eX people III the industry.

A third IrJl)OItant seed being planted now wiD directly affect the research and development s;de cI
the industry ASME/Gear Research InSOMe held two meeongs in Decermer a last year to discuss
"The ReshapIng a US. Gear Research." These meetings addressed ways to ItTpOve the shaling a
gear research among U.S. compan1e5 without destroying any competitive advantage to the company
devetoping the research Also on the agenda was a discussion a vanous ways to \NOI1c rncJI"e closely
with tnVerSIy engneenng departments to make the most cI our applied engneeIn IQ expertISe

Last btA every bit as exciting. IS the Defense Logsocs Agency's plans to set "" a Gear Mant.lactl..l'
ng Research Center whose ptXpOSe IS to al conduct and manage gear /TliII'llJactur research 'INIth
the goal a ~ aerospace quality IAG'M Class 12 and hqlerJ gears: bI transfer this
technology to gear manufacturers as wen as producers cI equipment for gear mantJactl.n1Q: and c)
ntegate the center with an engineering curOCulum cI a unIVersIty to train and educate students

So what difference do all these programs make to you? They're not gang to ~ a severe
recession, and runnng yuur business In a tough economc enwonment takes all your tme and
resources Why should you even care about much less support enrerpnses like these?

Few quesoons, bur ones that reftect shOO term thinking IrnJ:roVII19 the quality a shoYIs and c0n-
ferences and a our researdl efforts pays Ior1giErm dividends It won't a course, solve am!f"lt
ec:onomc problems, and we won't see rest.its on next quarter's bottom line-or even next year's 8t.(
these lands a prqects are like plannng trees. Carefully nurtured and cared for, they wi gr:MI. prosper
and provide us with the materials and substance we need to fuel our gO\M:h and development n
the future.

MIchHI GoIdIteIn. .dItor/Publ .....

.DITORIAL ••.
(continued from page 6)
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AbItnct
Gear noise is not just a 8W' problem. It is

a system problem and the gears are the ex-
citers of the system. Transmiasion enors in
the gears due to geometric: variations are the
sourt:e of the eKCilation. This aJtide drM with
the instrumented testing of nolle in the aystem
and how to succ:essfuIly relate the results bade.
to the measured transmission errors in the
sean. The bigest dHficuJty in establishing the
relationship is how to compare visually dis-
played aound analysis data to an judsments
of the human rater, and then relate the results
back to measured transmilliion errors of the
gears. This is referred to as the "missing linkH
in the article.

Introduction
Vehicle gear noise testing is a complex

and often misunderstood subject. Gear
noile is reaDy a system problem.a> Most
gearing used for power transmission is
enclosed in a housing and, therefore, lit-
tle or no audible sound is actuaUy heard
from the gear pair. (2) The vibrations
created by the gears are amplified by
resonances of structural elements. This
amplification occurs when the speed of
the gear set is such that the meshing: fre-
quency or a multiple of it is equal to a
natural frequency of the system in which
the gears are mounted.

In order to make "quiet" gears, there
must be feedback from vehicle testing to
gear manufacturing. Unfortunately, this
is where a "missing link" usually occurs.
Much of the vehicle testing is done in a
subjective manner, which is of little help
to the gear maker as far as knowing what
element of gear quality to improve to
reduce noise. If instrumentation is used,
such testing is often done by noise and



Noise To Measured Gear

vibration people who know little about
gear geometry. Their data may show lots
of peak vibrations that bear no relation-
ship to what the human ear is hearing
relative to gear quality. Many times the
excitation may even be coming from
another source. such as a rolling element
in a bearing.

Frequency is the key to understanding
gear noise. The problem is how to con-
vert aural images to visual ones; in other
words. how to find a way to display on
a CRT or on paper what the human ear
is hearing.

Gears As Exciters of Structures
Most of what we hear as "gear noise"

does not come directly from the gear pair
at all. The minute vibrations created by
the gears as they move through mesh are
amplified by resonances in the structural
elements of the housing. such as panels.
ribs, beams, etc. Gear noise in a vehicle
generally occurs at tooth mesh frequency

or harmonics of it and occasionaUy at
sidebands of mesh frequency. The gears
are the exciter. The structure resonates,
amplifies the force and converts it to
airborne noise. Transmission error or
non-uniform motion of the gears is the
mechanism of excitation. Transmission
error(3) is the result of small variations
from the correct or ideal tooth geometry,
as well as runout. and can be measured
in the production process by the use of
single flank composite testing techniques.
In the case of vehicle noise, these varia-
tions can be as small as 25 to 150 micro-
inches. depending on the frequency.

Transmission Error Testing
Transmission error testing is done by

rolling gears together with backlash and
at their proper operating center distance.
The input and output angular motion
characteristics are measured by an en-
coder system and electronics as shown
in Fig. la. The data can be presented

S'ID,E BANDS

Pinion Runout
Bolt Hole

I

1st Harmonic ,of MesI1

//200 (Ghost.- )
--........ 2.6 (Ghost)

11 52 4

HARMONICS OF MESH

Fig. 2

in graphic analog form, as shown in
Fig. lb. or can be further processed by
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques
to aid in pinpointing the source of excita-
tion. The Fourier technique takes an
analog signal and breaks it down into a
spectrum of frequencies that relate to the
various elements of gear tooth geometry
present in the transmission error. (See
Fig. 2.) Fig. 3 shows how the geometry
of a gear tooth (3a), including flats or
waviness. rolls with a master and gen-
erates the transmission error curve (3b).
This tooth to tooth transmission error
curve would be further analyzed by FFT
techniques to yield a spectrum as shown
in Fig. 3c. The general tooth form or
deviations from conjugate tooth shape
give rise to the integer harmonics in the
spectrum; waviness or flats relate to the
"ghost" harmonics; and the long tenn
errors (runout) cause the sidebands of
tooth mesh frequency. See References 1

AlJIHOR:

MR. ROBERT E. SMITH luis 0'f1flr thirty
years experience i" the glflF' industry. He is
currently presidmt of R.E. Smith and Com-
pany. a consulting firm in RoclwstB'. New
York. He received his fnlining from Roclwstn-
Institute of Technology. Whik employed by
The Gleason Works. his enginRmng auign-
ments included glflF' methods. rtVllIufrrcturing.
research and gear quality. TIwse QSSignments
involved the use and appliaztion of inst'runvn-
tatio" for the study of noiM, uibnItio" and
structural dyrumtics. From t~ taignments,
he expanded his Ukas relming to gNr mmol-
ogy. Currently, Mr. Smith is chaimum of the
Measuring Methods and Practices and Master
Gear SubcommiHee, AGMA. and is also a
member of the Rochester lruIustrWI Engm«r-
ing Society and th, Society of Experimental
StrEss Analysis.
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TOOTH FORM
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and 3 Ior further discussion .of this
subject.

The Missmg Link
After the gears have been measured by

single flank composite testing and all of
the possible excitation sources have been
identified, it is necessary to,put the gears
in the final application and measure the
results. This is where the "missing link"
usualJIy is obvious. The missing link is
"frequency discrimination". (See Fig. 4.)
Many facilities at this point only use sub-
iective rating techniques. A human. rater
judges the level of "gear" noise ona scale
of one to 'ten. Ten is inaudible; five is
borderline acceptable, and four is,reject,
Unfortunately, the rater may be rating on
first harmonic of mesh in one test and
second harmonic or a ghost harmonic in
another test ..He or she may even by lis-
tening to noise as excited by bearings
rather than gears, even though the noise
sounds like the gears ..

The problem is that the vehicle is gen-
erating noise at many frequencies due to
road and tire conditions, wind, engine,
transmission components, final drive
gears, etc. This masking noise or ambient
noise level (Fig. 5) is several dB, higher
than the gear noise the human ear is
sorting out and finding objectionable ..(Zl

FFT SPECTRUM FIaIs
/ (Ghost Harmonics)

1 2 3 4

HARMONICS OF MESH

Fis,3c

Even if instrumentation is used to
evaluate the vehicle test, the displays or
hard copy of data may show many peaks
or frequencies unrelated to what the sub-
jective rater is hearing. The challenge is

TRANSMISSION ERROR CURVE

FIg.3b

I PITCH
(TOOTH ftfStU

I PITCH
(TOOTH "E8H)
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to be able to sort out the important fre-
quencies and relate visual data to aural
observations.

Types of Vehide Sound Testing
Two basic types of vehicle noise testing

will be discussed here. Type t frequency
disc.nmination, involves identifying the
problem - the "missing link" referrul. to
above. Type II involves comparing the
relative noise levels of various gear boxes
as traditionally done 'With tracking filters ..

Type 1 Noise Testing.
Thjs is 'the most important "first step'"

to vehicle noise testing. As mentioned
above, fllequency is the key to under-
standing gear noise. The purpose oE Type
I noise testing is to properly use fre-
quency discri_mination to' relate what the
human ear is hearing to what the eye sees
in graphic data related to gear transmis-
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sion 'errors. The necessary test equipment
is pictured in. Fig. 6.
Test sqyipmenb
1. Real time spectrum analyzer (RTA)

with bubble memory.
2. Sound pressure level meter.
3. 12VDC to no VAC Inverter compat-

ible with microprocessor equipment.
4. Tachometer pulse generator and

readout atta.ched todriV'e shaft.
(optional)

5. Tape recorder. (eptional)
6. Digital plotter for hard copy of RTA

data. (optional)

Test Proeedurer
1. Calculate and plot ahead of 'ti,me the

drive shMt RPM vs .. gear mesh fee-
,quendes at all vehide' speeds. This in-
fannalion can be used, along with the
tachometer readout in the vehide to
identify mesh frequencies at anytime
during th test. (See Fig.7a.)

2. Install the ,equipment listed above, 'ex-
eept for the digital plotter, in. the vehi-
cle under test Be sure to choose a gear
box that is a definite reject or noisy
example. It may be neeessarytorun
several tests to find the ,optimum Ioca-
tion for the miaophone.

3. Make a Itest drive with the vehicle
piloted by a qualified subjective rater
and an instrument It,echni.cianto
operate the RTAandadjust it to op-
timize the display to relate to the sub-
jective rater.

4. Set the analyzer to operate ~n Mode
Ito detect the peak noise frequencies
at different vehicle speeds er Mode II
to detect the resonant frequencies of
the structure.

S. Mode I setup-Peak noise
mquencies

Sound Pressure
Level Meter

RTA Frequency
Range

Voltage Scale Y
Axis Oog)

Input
RMS exponential

A Weighted

o to .2000 Hz (1)

o to 10 volts RMS
A Weighted (2)

averaging (3 or 4 averages)
CQr50r identifying "peak" ampli-
tude
NOTES:
(a) .Frequency range will vary accord-

ins: to application.
(b) This results in an unconventional

"double A" weighting. This is in
order to enhance data in relation
to what the ear is hearing and
could be done by the use of other
high and low pass .filters.

6. Operate the vehicle ,at a speed and
condition that allows the driver to
hear gear noise. Then change vehicle
speed and load conditions up and
down through this noise period. The
noise should change in amplitude or
come and ge, While Ithe driver is
doing this, the instrumentation
operater can. observe whi.ch peak in
'the frequency spectrum is varying in
relation to what the driver is he.aring,
The C1Lrsor on theSCl1een wil1 indicate
the fr1!quen.cy of in'terest. The &1!-
quency and RPM should be wnt'ten
In a. test log. Tape recordings can be
made, and the data 'on the RTA
screen can best.ored iin bubble
memory for plotting, at a later time.
The vehicle can theabe driven. at any
other speed of interest ,and the test
procedure repeated.

7. If desired, run the test ina. slJghtly diJ-
fe:rent manner. The vehicle can be
accelerated or decelerated throughout
at broad speed range. The RTA screen
is observed throu,ghout the test. Th
cursor wiD automatically shift loth
highest noise level at any given peed.
The frequency of the curser location
would be noted, on the "f1y" and may
peak at one, two or several frequen-
cies throughout the speed range.

S. Mode II setup - Structural
resonances

The setup for Mode n ,operation is
the same as for Mode I, ,except for
the cursor operation. The 'cursor
should now be set for "peak hold"
mode. The test would be run as
described in Step 7. At the end of
an aceeleratlon all'deceleration run,
the display is held (pause) and
stored in bubble memozy or ana-
lyzed 10·11' peak frequencies. The

As. 6
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peaks in. this display represent the
structural. resonant frequencies.
These frequencies could be excited
at any vehicle speed by the ap-
propriate mesh frequency or har-
monics that happen to coincide.

9. Compare the frequ'!l\cies of gear mesh
and the harmonics and sidebands
determined from this test with the
gear mesh and harmonic data. gen-
erated in the single flank transmission
erJIor tests of the same gear sets. In
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this way, eharaeteristics of the gear
toofh geometry can be related to the
causes of gear noise in the vehicle ..
,(See Figs. 7h. 7c, 7d.)

Type II Noise Testing.
Comparing the relative level of noise

from one gear box Ito another has been
done for many years by a method as
described in Reference 2. This involves
the use of tr.acking, filters. These are nar-
row band pass filters 'of 5 or 10 Hz band-

l
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VIms MEDIUM DRIVE
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IEXCITER

10ce
tr:IV

1
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FIa·7d

width that are tuned by pulses from a
tach generator on the drive shaft, such
that the center frequency is always at
mesh frequency or some hannonic of it.
As 'the vehicle varies speed, the filter is
always tuned to a particularorder of
rotationof the drive shaft. A plot of the
output of the filter will show any peak

noises associated with the gear mesh at
that particular order of rotation. The
vehicle can be driven at various rates of
acceleration and deceleration and a com-
plete hjstory recorded Ior analysis. The
results are quite accurate and repeatable.
so it is useful for the comparison ,of ,two
orseveralgear boxes. fig. 8 shows the

Vehicle Recording Unit

January/February 1'988 4.!
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H,EAT TREATilNG
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A recent TOCCO development, High Intensity
lIinduction Hardening (HIIH)nA,reduces heat
treating costs substantlajly in a variety of appli-
cations. HIIH has been used successfuUy withl
appllications on automotive and off-highway
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specialized 'gear app:lications. The HIIH scan-
ning process, wi,th present technology, can
be adapted to parts up to 15" diameter and
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Parts that previously were fl'ame hardened in a
baton process, can now be induction .f1ardened,
in-line, wi,thgreaterflex,ibility" more precision,
indivlidual quality monitorjnq, and at lower cost.
High Intensity Induction Hardening is indeed,
a process of "The Future".

Cross section of camshaft lobe demonstrates uniformity of hardening.
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lor improved iooth Slrength.
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and dynomometer tests vs. subjective
ratings, the correlation was poor. The
same was true when comparing only the
second hannonic data. The assumption
was tnaf all gear noise was coming from
the same Source of excitation.

A new test was 'then started by using
the techniques. described above for Type
ENoise Testing. It was no't feasible to run
the RTA in the vehicle at that tim , so a
decision was made to tape reoord Ithe road
test data and anlllyze it ~a.ter in th
laboratory, This was done for several
road tests with different gear sets. Subse-
quentanalysis showed that the noise
heard at 80 KPH was ,excit,edby second
harmcnic of mesh, at 160 KPH by first
harmonic of mesh, and at 40 KPH at
fourth harmonh; of mesh. In aU cases the
fn!quency 'of noise was ,approximately 930
Hz. Now when the single flank data ef
first hannonic transmission error was
compared to subjective ratings at 160
KPH,and the single flank second har-
monic was compared to subjective ratings
at ,80!<PH mdpendently a good correla-
tion was shown.

test setup and results from such a system.
There is a trend today to try to do this
kind of analysiswith digital Fast fourier
Transfonn (FFT) teclmicrues, rather than
with analog tracking filters. However, i.t
is questionable whether the digital tech-
niqu.es are fast ,enough to detect the peak
noise periods with sufficient accuracy
when the vehicle is Icon~tantly changing
speed, The FFT techniques are acceptable
in Type I testing, because only the fre-
quency, not the relati.ve amplitudes, is of
interest. In Type II testing,. one is trying
to catch the abso~ute maximum ampli-
tude for each set ofgears bein~ tested.
There are times when the noise is heard
only as the vehicle is changing speed or
load conditions.

Case History
NOTE: Because permission was given

by a Europeah auto maker to use actual
test results for this article, it was decided
to present Lhe data in metric units,
kilemeters per hour (KPH), rather than
convert to MPH.(4)

During Itheprocess of installing a single
flank transmission error tester at an
automotive p~ant..a study was run. to
correlate transmission error with vehicle
gear noise. Single flank data was ana-
lyzed byFFT techniques to quantify ex-
citation related to first, second and other
harmonics of mesh for several gear sets.
The same gear sets were built in a test
vehicle and rated subj,ectively for noise
level during; road 'tests. The vehicle was
also instrumented and noise tested on a.

dynamometer test stand using FfT ana-
lvtical techniaues.

The data from the single flank test,
subjective road test and instrumented
dynamometer test was then compared
for correlation. The results did not look
good for several reasons.

Ina subjective test. the driver rates
noise heard at any speed ,on a scale from
one to ten. He' or she may rate one gear
set for noise heard at 80 KPH caused by
second harmonic of mesh and another set
for noise heard at 160 KPH caused by
first harmonic of mesh.
The noise sounds the same,
and the rater does not re-
alizethe excitation is com-
ing from different sources.
In. fact. at some other speed
a similar no,ise was being
caused by excitation from
bearings used to mount
the pini.on.

In the instrumented
dynamometer test, FFT
analyses were run at
given fixed speeds. These
resulted In spectral data
showing peaks. at many
frequencies. The prob-
lem is to ,determine
the one to whichthe
driver is [1l!sponding.
\l\lhen looking; at first har-
monic data. from single Rank

(can tin ued on page 47)

Gea-," Sound
Analysis Console
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RELATIONSH1P 'O'F
MEASURED GEAR NOISE ... '
(c,ontiP'lued from pAge 45)

With this knowledge, another pro-
gram was started with a greater number
of axles and yielded excellent results,
even when comparing single flank trans-
mission 'errors ,against subjective Call'

ratings. (See fig. '9.) From this data it was
possible to establish an acceptable m'ange
of single flank transmission errors for
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iirstand second harmonics of mesh.

Conclusio.n
Many different types ·of in~trumenta-

tion are available for the sound testing
of gear noise. However, the procedure
used with the instruments is the key to
successful application. Relating the fre-
quency of the noise aUl'ally and visua]y
in the data is 'the most import.ant step in
the analysis.
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Larg:e' precision g,ear' com-
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,operating ,at low Ipmduction.
IRepli:es confidential.
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h is possible to apply ehe above eeeh-
niques and sort out 'the facts from mys-
tery. Onceth:js is done, 3 correlati:on
between noise and transmission error can
be established and limits can set on the
process for quality ,eontJIot
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DESCRIBING NONSTANDARD GEARS ....
(continued from page 27)

Appendix C - Survey Results
Five gear designers in the US and two in Europe were asked
to' determine the x factor for the following gear set, which
is used in a high speed, high shock application:

Center Distance
Spur Gears
Normal Diametral Pitch
Hob Profile Angle, Normal
Base Pitch
Hob Addendum
Hob Tooth Thickness

6.000/6.005"

5
200

.5904263"

.280~

.314"

PINION GEAR
Number of Teeth
Base Tangent Length
Tooth Thickness at Std ..

Dia.
Outside Diameter

.413/0410·
7.65517.650"

23 35
1.590/1.588" 2.25712.254'

.369/.367"
5.130/5.125"

The following data was calculated, but net provided:

Minimum Backlash
X (OD Method)

Backlash Allowance
X (IT Method)

.010S"

.3250
-.0054."

.3619

.6375
-.0056"

.6759

SURVEY RESPONSES

Xl X2 SUM

.3250 •63iJ5 .9625

.3619 .6759 1.0375

.3688 .6676 1.0064

.3804 .6829 1.0633

.4000 .7169 1.1169
4994 .80'16 1.3010

..3892 .6971 1.0863

A
B
C
o
E
f

Average

+28/-16.5% +14..9/-8.6% +19..71-11.4%'
i

Range
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